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ABSTRACT
Background Observational data have established a link between the consumption of
whole grains and reduced risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD); however, there is a need
to review interventional research.
Objective Our aim was to determine whether interventions providing whole grain or
whole pseudo-grain for dietary consumption improved CVD-related outcomes
compared with refined grain or placebo in adults with or without chronic disease and/
or associated risk factors.
Methods A systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials that
compared whole-grain vs refined-grain or placebo consumption by human adults was
conducted. PubMed, CINAHL, Embase, Web of Science, and Cochrane CENTRAL were
searched for studies of 12 weeks (or 2 weeks for inflammatory outcomes) duration until
21 February 2020. Data were extracted for 14 types of CVD risk factors (40 outcomes in
total). Risk of bias was assessed using the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool. Meta-analysis was
performed using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis software. The Grading of Recommenda-
tions Assessment, Development and Evaluation method was used to determine confi-
dence in the pooled effects and to inform a clinical recommendation.
Results Twenty-five randomized controlled trials were included and 22 were meta-
analyzed. Interventions ranged from 2 to 16 weeks; most samples were healthy (n ¼
13 studies) and used mixed whole grains (n ¼ 11 studies). Meta-analysis found that
whole-grain oats improved total cholesterol (standardized mean difference [SMD] ¼
e0.54, 95% CI e0.95 to e0.12) and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (SMD ¼ e0.57,
95% CI e0.84 to e0.31), whole-grain rice improved triglycerides (SMD ¼ 0.22, 95% CI
e0.44 to e0.01), and whole grains (all types) improved hemoglobin A1c (SMD ¼ e0.33,
95% CI e0.61 to e0.04) and C-reactive protein (SMD ¼ e0.22, 95% CI e0.44 to e0.00).
Conclusions For adults with or without CVD risk factors, consuming whole grains as
opposed to refined grains can improve total cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol, hemoglobin A1c, and C-reactive protein. There is insufficient evidence to
recommend the whole grains as opposed to refined grains for the prevention and
treatment of CVD. Further interventional research is needed to better understand the
preventive and treatment potential of whole-grain and whole pseudo-grain dietary
intake for cardiovascular disease, particularly among those with existing CVD risk fac-
tors.
J Acad Nutr Diet. 2020;-(-):---.
A
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHOLE GRAINS AND

overall health has been well established using
observational data, with cohort studies linking
whole grains to reduced risk of type 2 diabetes

mellitus, gastrointestinal cancers, and cardiovascular disease
(CVD).1-3 Whole grains are a category of cereal foods in which
the grain is intact or the constituents are present in pro-
portions that represent the intact grain.4 The most common
grains consumed by humans are durum wheat, oats,
barley, rice, rye, sorghum, and maize/corn.5 In addition,
pseudo-grains, such as buckwheat, quinoa, and amaranth, are
often considered as grains due to their nutritional, culinary,
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RESEARCH SNAPSHOT

Research Question: In adults with or without chronic disease
and/or associated risk factors, do interventions providing
whole grain or whole-pseudo-grain for dietary consumption
improve cardiovascular diseaseerelated outcomes compared
with refined grain or placebo?

Key Findings: This systematic review and meta-analysis
found that for adults with or without cardiovascular disease
risk factors, consuming whole grain as opposed to refined
grain can improve some cardiovascular risk factors, including
total and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, triglycerides,
hemoglobin A1c, and C-reactive protein.

RESEARCH
and flavor profile similarities to true grains.4 The consump-
tion of whole grains as opposed to refined grains, which
contain the endosperm starch primarily, is recommended in
dietary guidelines internationally1,6,7 due to the strong
nutritional profile of the bran and germ, which contain
protein, dietary fiber, magnesium, potassium, selenium,
zinc, iron, iodine, folate, niacin, and vitamin E.8 Whole
grains are also an important source of phytochemicals and
antioxidants, such as phenols, flavonoids, zeaxanthin,
lutein, and b-cryptoxanthin, and provide additional health
benefits, such as reduced risk of CVD, type 2 diabetes,
and some cancers, beyond the consumption of essential
nutrients.9

Cardiovascular disease is an umbrella term for a range of
diseases that involve the heart and blood vessels, of which
coronary heart disease, also known as ischemic heart disease,
is the most common.10 Four recent systematic reviews and
meta-analyses of prospective cohort studies reported that a
high intake of whole grains is associated with a 19% to 22%
risk reduction in CVD and coronary heart disease incidence11

and 15% to 32% risk reduction in CVD mortality.3,11-14

Doseeresponse relationships were identified at 50 g14 and
90 g11,13 for risk reduction in CVD mortality. Conversely, a
recent systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) by Kelly and colleagues15 found that
there were no RCTs that measured outcomes of cardiovas-
cular events or cardiovascular mortality.
Due to the long-term diet-related etiological develop-

ment of chronic disease, the incidence and subsequent
complications of CVD, such as myocardial infarctions,
stroke, and death, are difficult outcomes to measure in di-
etary intervention studies with short durations. Therefore,
dietary intervention studies have measured modifiable CVD
risk factors, such as blood pressure, cholesterol, or glucose
intolerance. The systematic review of RCTs by Kelly and
colleagues15 found insufficient evidence for an effect of
whole grains on CVD risk factors. Although the review by
Kelly and colleagues was of high quality, it applied stringent
eligibility criteria to the intervention duration (�12 weeks),
which led to only 9 RCTs being included. In addition, the
review considered blood pressure and blood lipid outcomes
only, and other CVD risk factors, including inflammatory
markers, oxidative stress markers, metabolic disease inci-
dence, glycemic and insulin markers, and other markers of
hemodynamics, were excluded.
Therefore, in order to guide clinical practice and public

health strategies, there is a need to review interventional
research more broadly to determine the effect of whole
grains vs refined grains on the risk of CVD and CVD-related
outcomes in samples both with and without pre-existing
chronic disease. Finally, no systematic review to date has
examined the effect of whole pseudo-grains on CVD-related
outcomes.
RESEARCH QUESTION
In adults with or without chronic disease and/or associated
risk factors, do interventions providing whole grain or
whole pseudo-grain for dietary consumption improve
cardiovascular-related outcomes compared with placebo or
refined-grain dietary consumption?
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design
A systematic review of randomized or pseudorandomized
controlled trials with a meta-analysis was undertaken and
reported according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-
tematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines. This study
was prospectively registered at the International Prospective
Register of Systematic Reviews (CRD42019129403).

Whole Grains and Pseudo-Grains
All grains and pseudo-grains were included in this review
according to the international definition by the HEALTH-
GRAIN European Union Consortium.4 Specifically, these were
wheat (including spelt, emmer, einkorn, Khorasan or kamut,
durums, and faro), rye, oats, barley, corn/maize, rice, teff,
canary seed, Job’s tears, fonio, sorghum, millet, and triticale.
The included pseudo-grains were amaranth, buckwheat,
quinoa, and wild rice. A food product was considered whole
grain according to the HEALTHGRAIN European Union Con-
sortium definition as follows: “the intact grain or the
dehulled, ground, milled, cracked or flaked grain where the
constituents—endosperm, germ and bran—are present in
such proportions that represent the typical ratio of those
fractions occurring in the whole cereal, and includes whole-
meal.”4 For pseudo-grains, the same concept was applied,
where a whole pseudo-grain was considered as the intact
pseudo-grain or a ground, milled, cracked, or flaked pseudo-
grain was present with equal constituents as found in the
intact pseudo-grain.4 Food products, such as bread, wraps,
and breakfast cereals were considered a source of whole
grain (herein referred to as whole grains or whole pseudo-
grains) if they contained >50% whole grain.4

Eligibility Criteria
Studies were deemed eligible if they were RCTs, cross-over
trials, or pseudorandomized controlled trials. Other study
designs, such as reviews, observational cohort studies, or
uncontrolled intervention studies, were excluded. Figure 1
outlines other eligibility criteria according to the PICO
(participant, intervention, comparator, and outcome)
concept. Intervention duration of �8 weeks was chosen to
allow for diet-related changes to impact CVD-related risk
factors; however, studies that examine inflammatory and/or
oxidative stress markers have study durations ranging from a
-- 2020 Volume - Number -



Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Participants Humans
Healthy adults, adults with CVDa risk factors, CVD,
metabolic syndrome, or T2DM.b

The sample population exclusively includes
participants who are pregnant or have any other
chronic diseases not directly associated with CVD
risk.

Interventions Whole grain or pseudo-grain met the HEALTHGRAINc

EUd Consortium definition and food products
contained >50% whole grain.
The background diet between groups was
standardized or controlled.
Other intervention factors could be included if they
were implemented in both groups, for example,
energy restriction, voluntary fortification.
Intervention length �2 weeks for studies that
reported inflammatory or oxidative stress markers as
outcomes, or �8 weeks for studies that reported all
other eligible outcomes.e

Does not meet the HEALTHGRAIN EU criteria for
whole grain.

Does not describe the whole-grain intervention
product in sufficient detail as to ascertain whether
it meets the HEALTHGRAIN EU criteria.

Whole-grain product is fortified with additional
nutrients or functional ingredients that are not
subject to mandatory fortification.

The intervention was implemented by dietary
recommendations where the whole-grain product
was not provided to participants.

The intervention co-administers other nonewhole-
grain aspects not implemented in the control
group, for example, other dietary products or
lifestyle modifications.

Comparators
and
outcomes

Control group receiving refined grain or placebo. No outcomes of interest are included.

aCVD ¼ cardiovascular disease.
bT2DM ¼ type 2 diabetes mellitus.
c“The intact grain or the dehulled, ground, milled, cracked or flaked grain where the constituents—endosperm, germ and
bran—are present in such proportions that represent the typical ratio of those fractions occurring in the whole cereal, and
includes wholemeal.”4

dEU ¼ European Union.
eFor studies with a duration between 2 and 8 weeks that reported inflammatory and oxidative markers as well as other relevant
outcomes, only inflammatory and oxidative stress outcomes were retrieved and considered in this review.

Figure 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria of a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials that compared
whole-grain or whole pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans.
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single meal to <1 month. Therefore, for outcomes related to
inflammatory and/or oxidative stress markers, intervention
duration �2 weeks was chosen to be able to review the
impact of whole grains on these important CVD risk factors,
as this duration should allow for assessment of impact,
feasibility, and safety, while capturing a sufficient number of
studies. No minimum dosage was considered as part of the
eligibility criteria due to the large heterogeneity in whole-
grain dosage-reporting methods across the literature.
Study Selection
Five electronic databases were searched from database
inception to March 8, 2019: PubMed, CINAHL, Embase, Web
of Science, and Cochrane CENTRAL. The search strategy
(Figure 2, available at www.jandonline.org) was designed in
PubMed and translated for other databases using Polyglot
Search Translator.16 After translation, the final search algo-
rithm for each database was checked and modified to
improve sensitivity and specificity by the study authors and a
-- 2020 Volume - Number -
librarian. The search in PubMed was updated and searched to
February 21, 2020. Grey literature and trial registries were not
included as part of the search strategy. The reference lists of
included studies and similar reviews were examined to
identify records that the systematic strategy may have
missed. Two investigators (S.M., F.F.M.) independently
screened studies for eligibility via title and abstract, then full
text (S.M., E.D.) using Covidence systematic literature review
software.17 Full-text disagreements that could not be resolved
by discussion were decided by a third independent investi-
gator (F.F.M.). Although the search strategy and eligibility
screening mistakenly included chia seeds, studies including
chia seeds were excluded at the full-text stage, as they are not
considered pseudo-grains according to the HEALTHGRAIN
definition.4
Outcomes and Data Extraction
This review considered outcomes of CVD, CVD-related com-
plications, and CVD risk factors, including CVD events and
JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 3
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RESEARCH
symptoms, hemodynamic measures, serum plasma lipids,
comorbidity incidence, inflammatory markers, oxidative
stress markers, body composition, and glycemic and insulin
markers. In addition, alkylresorcinol was extracted as a
biomarker of whole-grain intake to report intervention fi-
delity, and adverse events were recorded. Data were extrac-
ted from publications into a Microsoft Excel (version 1908)
spreadsheet by 1 investigator (S.M. or E.D.) and checked for
accuracy thrice by 2 investigators (E.D. or S.M.). Data
extracted were study and participant characteristics, base-
line, follow-up, change in outcome, and P value for between-
group comparisons. When the change from baseline to
follow-up was not reported, it was calculated by the in-
vestigators. The data associated with this review are available
at Dryad (https://datadryad.org).18

Review of Study Quality and Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development and
Evaluation Assessment
Included studies were critically appraised independently by 2
investigators (S.M. and E.D.) using the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias
tool.19 When an outcome was pooled by meta-analysis, all
studies included in the meta-analysis were appraised by the
Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and
Evaluation (GRADE)20 method using GRADEpro GDT: GRADE-
pro Guideline Development Tool21 to determine the level of
confidence in the body of evidence. The GRADE approach
considers the internal validity and external validity of all
studies reporting on a particular outcome so as to judge
confidence in the estimated effect across the body of
research.21 Publication bias of pooled outcomes was further
assessed by funnel plots.

GRADE Clinical Recommendation for Populations
To make the clinical recommendation for populations, the
findings of this study were considered in addition to other
literature, stakeholder values, issues of equity, access, and
feasibility, risk of benefit and harm, and other judgements
made by the review investigators using GRADEpro software.21

The GRADE assessment and recommendation were led by 1
investigator (S.M.), discussed and revised by a second inves-
tigator (M.B.), and the recommendation was discussed and
agreed upon by all authors.

Meta-Analytical Approach
Outcome data for which sufficient information was reported
by publications were meta-analyzed by an applied statisti-
cian (P.P.) using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis software.22 The
data used in the meta-analyses were sample size (post
attrition), change in means (ie, change from baseline to
follow-up), and standard deviations (SDs) in intervention
groups (IGs) and control groups (CGs) that were either re-
ported or imputed. Where SD change was not reported (most
cases), it was imputed from the baseline and follow-up SDs
assuming a baseline to follow-up correlation of 0.7, which
was derived from a rounded average of the few cases where
SD change was reported. A priori moderator variables
considered in the meta-analyses were type of grain (mixed,
oats, rice, and wheat), health status (healthy or at risk of
CVD), and study quality (high risk of bias, moderate risk of
bias, and low risk of bias). Other types of grains were not
4 JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
included as moderators, as there were insufficient studies
testing their efficacy. Dosage of whole grains was not
included as a moderator due to large variation in the method
of reporting. Values of P < 0.05, or equivalently 95% CIs not
crossing the null (0.0), were considered to indicate a statis-
tically significant result. The analyses were performed both
by study (combining subgroups) and then by subgroup
(treating each subgroup as an independent study).
The pooled outcomes were obtained as standardized mean

differences (SMDs; mean difference divided by the pooled
standard error from the 2 groups) to account for differences
in measurement units and measurement techniques, and to
improve generalizability of consistent (ie, low heterogeneity)
results. SMD effect sizes of <0.4 were considered small, 0.4 to
0.7 moderate, and >0.7 large.23 Where clinical interpretation
of SMD was required, SMD effect sizes were re-expressed into
the units by multiplying the SMD by the baseline SD of 1 of
the included studies.24 The study chosen to inform the re-
expressed units was based on the highest-quality study that
reported variance data, with consideration of sample size.
Random-effects models were used for all meta-analyses.
One-study-removed sensitivity analyses were obtained to

determine whether removing any individual study or sub-
group caused significant change to the results. Analyses were
then carried out using grouping by each of the moderator
variables. A further sensitivity analysis was performed to
determine the effect of the assumption that baseline to
follow-up correlation was 0.7. For 2 outcome variables (he-
moglobin A1c [HbA1c %] and triglycerides) analyses were
repeated using a correlation of 0.9 followed by 0.5.
Bootstrapped meta-analyses were carried out using the

metafor25 and boot26 packages in R software.27 Nonpara-
metric bootstrapping was carried out using the approach
described by Viechtbauer and colleagues,28 with the out-
comes in which the meta-analytical models approached sig-
nificance but may be subject to bias29: HbA1c %, C-reactive
protein (CRP)/high-sensitivity CRP, and waist circumference.
A variety of CIs, representing different distributional as-
sumptions, were obtained in each case.

RESULTS
Results of the Search Strategy
The search strategy identified 10,623 records from PubMed,
CINAHL, Embase, Web of Science, and Cochrane CENTRAL.
Among these, 194 full-text studies were reviewed, and 30
publications were included (Figure 3). Of the 30 publica-
tions,30-60 25 were unique RCTs.31,33,36-58,60 One RCT had 2
eligible intervention arms,59,60 leading to a total of 26
included interventions. The main reason for exclusion was
“wrong intervention,” when the test product did not meet
the HEALTHGRAIN European Union Consortium4 definition
for whole grain, and/or the study duration did not meet the
eligibility criteria. The other main reason for exclusion was
ineligible CG, where many RCTs compared the whole grain of
interest against another whole grain (eg, oats vs wheat) or
against usual diet.

Study Samples
Of the 25 included RCTs, 13 were conducted in healthy adult
populations, and 12 were in adults with CVD risk factors
(Table 1). None of the studies exclusively recruited
-- 2020 Volume - Number -
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Records identified in databases
(n = 10,623)

PubMed (n = 2,437)
CINAHL (n = 3,630)
Cochrane Library (n = 146)
Embase (n = 3,442)
Web of Science (n = 968)

Sc
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ed
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en
tif
ic
at
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n

Additional records identified 
through other sources

(n = 1)

Records screened for 
title/abstract after duplicates 

removed
(n = 8,095)

Records excluded
(n = 7,901)

Full-text articles assessed for 
eligibility
(n = 194)

Full-text articles excluded, 
with reasons

(n = 164)
Wrong intervention (n = 98)
Wrong comparator (n = 24)
Conference abstract (n = 17)
Wrong outcomes (n = 12)
Wrong study design (n = 7)
Duplicate (n = 4)
Unable to be translated to 
English (n = 2)

n = 30 publications included 
in qualitative synthesis

from n = 25 RCTs

n = 22 publications included 
in quantitative synthesis 

(meta-analysis) from
n = 20 RCTs

Figure 3. Flow diagram of identified records that were screened according to the search strategy. RCT ¼ randomized controlled trial.

RESEARCH
participants with existing CVD. The CVD risk factors across
studies were highly diverse and included metabolic syn-
drome, type 2 diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, hyperten-
sion, or a combination of these. The mean age of participants
ranged from 27 to 67 years, and most (16 RCTs) reported a
majority of females. Across all included RCTs, there were
1,186 intervention participants and 1,109 control participants,
with individual study total sample sizes ranging from 12 to
226 (Table 1). Three studies30-32 appeared to have some of
the same participants, as did the 3 studies reported by Kir-
wan and colleagues33 and Malin and colleagues,34,35 but the
-- 2020 Volume - Number -
exact number of duplicate participants is unclear. Attrition
ranged from 0% (n ¼ 7 studies) to 30% and was either equal
between groups or higher in the CG. RCTs were included from
Europe (n ¼ 8), Asia (n ¼ 7), North America (n ¼ 7), the
United Kingdom (n ¼ 2), and the Middle East (n ¼ 1); none
were from Africa, South America, or Oceania (Table 1).

Study Design and Quality
There were 10 cross-over RCTs and 15 parallel RCTs (Table 1).
Twenty-four RCTs had 2 arms (IG: n ¼ 1, CG: n ¼ 1), and 1 RCT
had 3 arms (IG: n ¼ 2, CG: n ¼ 1). Three RCTs were double-
JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 5



Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background di

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Barley

Pick, 1998,57

Canada
Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IGb, 1 CGc)

n ¼ 12 (IG:
n ¼ 12; CG:
n ¼ 12)

Attrition: IG:
8%, CG: 8%

m51d � 7 y
0% female
CVDe risk
factors

12 wk
Run-in: none
Washout: none

Grain: barley
Food source: barley
bread, buns, muffins,
cookies, pasta,
cereal

Made with waxy
hull-less barley

Dosage: 83 g/d

Grain: wheat
Food source: white
bread

Dosage: NDf

Isocaloric
Controlled by
cross-over
design

NMg Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
body
composition

Mixed grains

Ampatzoglou,
2016,36

United
Kingdom

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG).

n ¼ 33 (IG:
n ¼ 33; CG:
n ¼ 33).
Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

m49 � 1 y
65% female
Healthy

6 wk
Run-in: 2 wk
Washout: 4 wk

Grain: mixed (59%
wheat, 40% oats,
1% corn and rice)

Food source:
commercially
available pasta, rice,
snacks, and
breakfast cereals

Dosage: m168 g/
d (range, 67-335
g/d).

Grain: mixed (not
further specified)

Food source:
commercially
available pasta,
rice, snacks, and
breakfast cereals

Dosage: unspecified;
consumed RGh;
mean WGi intake
was 0.1 g/d

Pre- and
probiotics we
prohibited

Habitual low W
intake

Controlled by
cross-over
design and ru -
in diet

IG: m161.1 (176.8)
nmol/L, CG: m38
(29.4) nmol/L,
P < 0.001

Inflammatory
markers

Andersson,
2007,54

Sweden

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG)

n ¼ 34 (IG:
n ¼ 34; CG:
n ¼ 34)

Attrition: IG:
12%, CG:
12%

m59 � 5y
73% female
CVD risk
factors

6 wk
Run-in: none
Washout: 6-8
wk

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rye, oat, rice)

Food source:
commercially
available bread,
breakfast cereal,
pasta, rice, flour

Dosage: m112 g/d

Grain: Mixed (wheat,
rye, corn, rice)

Food source:
Commercially
available bread,
breakfast cereal,
pasta, rice, flour

Dosage: Unspecified;
provides 3340 kJ/d

Encouraged to
maintain
habitual diet;
controlled by
cross-over
design

NM Inflammatory
markers,
oxidative stress
markers

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Enright,
2010,37

United
States

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG)

n ¼ 20 (IG:
n ¼ 20; CG:
n ¼ 20)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

m27 � 4 y
50% female
Healthy

2 wk
Run-in: none
Washout: none

Grain: mixed (wheat,
oat, rye)

Food source:
commercially
available: bread,
cereals, cookies,
crackers, buns,
bagels

Dosage: males: 8
servings/d, females:
6 servings/d

Standard serving: 1
slice of bread, 1/2 cup
cereal, others not
specified

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice)

Food source:
commercially
available: bread,
cereals, cookies,
crackers, buns,
bagels

Wheat and rice,
mostly puffed

Dosage: males: 8
servings/d,
females: 6
servings/d

Standard serving: 1
slice of bread, 1/2
cup cereal, others
not specified

Usual diet
maintained but
no counseling
provided;
controlled by
cross-over
design

NM Oxidative stress
markers

Giacco,
2013,31

Finland and
Italy

Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 146 (IG:
n ¼ 75; CG:
n ¼ 71)

Attrition: IG:
19%, CG:
13%

Age ND
53% female
CVD risk
factors

12 wk
Run-in: 4 wk

Grain: mixed (wheat,
barley, oat, rye)

Food source: bread,
pasta, soup, biscuits,
breakfast cereal

Bread was sourdough
Dosage: m136 � 18 g/d

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice, corn)

Food source:
Commercially
available bread,
rice, pizza,
porridge, breakfast
cereal

Dosage: 60%-80% of
carbohydrate
intake; 0 g WG
intake

Isocaloric
controlled via 4-
wk run-in period
in which both
groups had
similar
background
diets

IG: m122
(96) nmol/L; CG:
m40 (32) nmol/L;
P ¼ 0.0001

Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

Giacco,
2014,30

Italy

— n ¼ 61 (IG:
n ¼ 30; CG:
n ¼ 31)

— — — — IG: m140.2 (102.0)
nmol/L; CG: m43.7

Glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Attrition: IG:
7%, CG: 16%

m57 � 9 y
57% female
CVD risk
factors

(38.0) nmol/L;
P ¼ 0.0001

body
composition

Vetrani,
2016,32

Finland and
Italy

— n ¼ 40 (IG:
n ¼ 21; CG:
n ¼ 19)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

m58 � 2 y
60% female
CVD risk
factors

— — — — ND Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids

Harris Jackson,
2014,39

United
States

Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 60 (IG:
n ¼ 28; CG:
n ¼ 32)

Attrition: IG:
11%, CG:
22%

m46 � 6 y
50% female
CVD risk
factors

12 wk
Run-in: None

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice, oat)

Food source:
pancakes, bread roll,
pasta, cookies;
others

ND
Dosage: m163-301 g/d

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice, corn)

Food source:
Pancakes, bread
rolls, pasta,
cookies; others ND

Dosage: ND; 0 g WG

Diets were tailored
to individual;
hypocaloric

Data presented
graphically only;
P < 0.05 between
groups

Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
body
composition

Kirwan,
2016,33

United
States

Double-blind,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1CG)

n ¼ 40 (IG:
n ¼ 40; CG:
n ¼ 40)

Attrition: IG:
18%, CG:
18%

m39 � 7 y
82% female
Healthy

8 wk
Run-in: none
Washout: 10 wk

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice, oat)j

Food source:
Commercially
available breakfast
cereal, rice

Dosage: 50 g/1,000 kJ/d

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice)j

Food source:
commercially
available breakfast
cereal, rice

Dosage: ND; 0 g WG

Isocaloric,
individualized,
matched
macronutrient
composition

IG: m change 85.2
(95% CI 38.2 to
132.2) nM; CG:
m change e36.8
(95% CI e51.1 to
e22.5) nM;
P < 0.001

Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
CVD comorbidity
incidence, body
composition

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Malin, 2018,34

United
States

— n ¼ 14
(IG: n ¼ 14;
CG: n ¼ 14)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

m38 � 2 y
79% female
Healthy

— — — — — Glycemic and
insulin markers,
body
composition

Malin, 2019,35

United
States

— n ¼ 13
(IG: n ¼ 13;
CG: n ¼ 13)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

78% female
Healthy

— — — — — Glycemic and
insulin markers,
body
composition

Kondo,
2017,42

Japan

Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 29
(IG: n ¼ 14;
CG: n ¼ 15)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 7%

m67 � 8 y
36% female
CVD risk
factors

8 wk
Run-in: 4-8 wk

Grain: mixed (brown
rice, amaranth,
barley)

Food source: packet of
mixed grain to cook
as per preference

Dosage: staple food for
10/21 meals/wk

Grain: white rice
Food source: ND
Dosage: Staple food
for 10/21 meals/wk

Isocaloric;
controlled with
run-in period

NM Inflammatory
markers,
oxidative stress
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

Kristensen,
2017,50

France

Single-blind,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1CG)

n ¼ 178
(IG: n ¼ 89;
CG: n ¼ 89)

Attrition: IG:
9%, CG: 1%

m36 � 9 y
100% female
Healthy

12 wk
Run-in: 8 wk

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice, rye, oat)

Food source:
commercially
available bread,
bulgur, couscous,
rice, pasta, rusks,
crispbread, breakfast

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice, corn)

Food source:
commercially
available bread,
couscous, rice,
pasta, rusks,
breakfast cereal

Hypocaloric,
controlled with
run-in period, all
food provided,
dietitian
counseling
throughout

IG: m119 (181)
nmol/Lk; CG: m33

6 (38.9) nmol/L; P <

0.00001.

Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

cereal, cereal bar
Dosage: m124� 1.7 g/d

Dosage: ND
Mean 0.5 g/d of WG

Roager,
2019,44

Denmark

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG)

n ¼ 60 (IG:
n ¼ 60; CG:
n ¼ 60)

Attrition: IG:
17%, CG:
17%

m49 � 11 y
64% female
CVD risk
factors

8 wk
Run-in: none
Washout: 6 wk

Grain: mixed (oat, rye,
wheat, bulgur)

Food source: breakfast
cereal, bread, buns,
pasta, crisps

Dosage: >122 g/d

Grain: mixed (wheat,
rice, oat, rye, spelt,
bulgur)

Food source:
breakfast cereal,
bread, buns, pasta,
crisps

Dosage: >128 g/d

Usual diet
maintained

Controlled by
cross-over
design and
washout period

NM Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

Tighe, 2010,60

United
Kingdom

Single-blind,
parallel, 3
arms (2 IG,
1CG)

n ¼ 226 (IG:
n ¼ 73; IG:
n ¼ 77; CG:
n ¼ 76)

Attrition: IG:
5%, IG: 4%,
CG: 17%

m52 � 1 y
50% female
Healthy

12 wk
Run-in: 4 wk

IG: 1
Grain: Mixed (wheat,
oat)

Food source: Bread,
cereal, rolled oats

Dosage: >60 g/d
IG: 1 reported below

Grain: refined wheat
Food source: Bread,
cereal

Dosage: >6 g/d

Dietary advice to
maintain regular
diet; controlled
with run-in
period

NM Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics

Tighe, 2013,59

United
Kingdom

— — — — — — — Blood lipids

Vanegas,
2017,46

United
States

Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 90 (IG:
n ¼ 45; CG:
n ¼ 45)

Attrition: IG:
9%, CG: 11%

m55 � 1 y
40% female
Healthy

6 wk
Run-in: 2 wk

Grain: mixed (mostly
wheat)

Food source: bread
Dosage: 16 g/1,000
kcal

Grain: mixed (mostly
wheat)

Food source: white
bread

Dosage: 8 g/1,000
kcal

Isocaloric;
controlled by
run-in phase
and then all
food provided
during
intervention
phase

IG: m198.03 (24.27)
nmol/L; CG:
m30.60 (3.76)
nmol/L; P <

0.0001

Inflammatory
markers

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Oat

Maki, 2010,51

United
States

Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 204 (IG:
n ¼ 101; CG:
n ¼ 103)

Attrition: IG:
24%, CG:
35%

m49 � 1 y
79% female
Healthy

12 wk
Run-in: none

Grain: oat
Food source: ready-to-
eat commercially
available oat cereal
(Cheerios)

Dosage: 3 cups/d

Grain: mixed (corn,
wheat, rice)

Food source: ready-
to-eat
commercially
available breakfast
cereal, bread,
bagel, muffin,
chips, crackers, or
rice cakes

Dosage: ND; kJ
consumption of RG
matched that
provided by theWG

Hypocaloric; diet
prescribed but
not well
described

NM Inflammatory
markers, blood
lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

Pins, 2002,58

United
States

Single-blind,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 88 (IG:
n ¼ 45; CG:
n ¼ 43)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

m48 y (range,
33-67 y)

49% female
CVD risk factors

12 wk
Run-in: none

Grain: oat
Food source: oatmeal
and oat squares

Dosage: 137 g/d

Grain: mixed (wheat,
corn, barley)

Food source:
breakfast cereal

Dosage: 146 g/d

Isocaloric; poorly
described

IG: m380 (95% CI
255 to 505) nmol/
L; CG: m134 (95%
CI 107 to 161)
nmol/L; P <

0.0001

Glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

Rice

Araki, 2017,49

Japan
Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 41 (IG:
n ¼ 20; CG:
n ¼ 21)

Attrition: IG:
5%, CG: 14%

m54 � 7 y
54% female
CVD risk
factors

12 wk
Run-in: none

Grain: brown rice
Food source: partially
abraded

Dosage: m400 g/d

Grain: white rice
Food source: ND
Dosage: 400 g/d

Study provided 2
main meals;
participants
able to eat
staple foods for
third meal

NAl Glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Kazemzadeh,
2014,40

Iran

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG)

n ¼ 38 (IG:
n ¼ 38; CG:
n ¼ 38)

Attrition: IG:
8%, CG: 8%

m33 � 6 y
100% female
Healthy

6 wk
Run-in: 2 wk
Washout: 2 wk

Grain: brown rice
Food source: Iranian
rice variety (Tarom)

Dosage: 150 g/d

Grain: white rice
Food source: Iranian
rice variety (Tarom)

Dosage: 150 g/d

Hypocaloric
prescribed diet;
controlled by
cross-over
design, run-in
and washout
periods

NA Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers

Kim, 2008,56

South Korea
Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

47 (IG: n ¼ 23;
CG: n ¼ 24)

Attrition: IG:
13%, CG:
17%

20-35 y
100% female
Healthy

6 wk
Run-in: none

Grain: brown and
black rice

Food source: served
within a meal
substitute

Dosage: 3 servings/d;
ND further

Grain: white rice
Food source: served
within a meal
substitute

Dosage: 3 servings/d;
ND further

Hypocaloric diet
provided by
study

NA Oxidative stress
markers

Nakayama,
2017,52

Japan

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG)

n ¼ 18 (IG:
n ¼ 18; CG:
n ¼ 18)

Attrition: IG:
11%, CG:
11%

m64 � 9 y
25% female
CVD risk factors

8 wk
Run-in: 1 wk
Washout: none

Grain: brown rice
Food source:
glutenous brown
rice

Dosage: 2 servings/d;
serving size ND

Grain: white rice
Food source: ND
Dosage: 2 servings/d;
serving size ND

Usual diet;
instructed by
nutritionist;
controlled by
run-in period

NA Glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids

Shimabukuro,
2014,53

Japan

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG)

n ¼ 28 (IG:
n ¼ 28; CG:
n ¼ 28)

Attrition: IG:
4%, CG: 4%

m46 � 5 y
0% female
CVD risk factors

8 wk
Run-in: none
Washout: none

Grain: brown rice
Food source: ND
Dosage: consumed
daily; ND further

Grain: white rice
Food source: ND
Dosage: consumed
daily; ND further

Unchanged from
usual diet

Controlled by
cross-over
design

NA Inflammatory
markers,
oxidative stress
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publicat s) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background die

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

body
composition

Zhang, 2011,48

China
Single-blind,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 202 (IG:
n ¼ 101; CG:
n ¼ 101)

Attrition: IG:
3%, CG: 6%

m50 � 7 y
47% female
CVD risk
factors

16 wk
Run-in: none

Grain: brown rice
Food source: soaked in
water for 1hr before
cooking

Dosage: 225 g/d

Grain: white rice
Food source: ND
Dosage: 225 g/d

Isocaloric
Usual dietary
pattern
maintained

NA Glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
CVD comorbidity
incidence, body
composition

Wheat

Giacco,
2010,38

Italy

Open-label,
cross-over,
2 arms (1
IG, 1 CG)

n ¼ 15 (IG:
n ¼ 15; CG:
n ¼ 15)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

m55 � 8 y
20% female
Healthy

3 wk
Run-in: 2 wk
Washout: none

Grain: WG what
Food source:
commercially
available pasta,
bread, rusks,
crackers

Dosage: ND; included
WG at every meal

Grain: Refined wheat
Food source:
commercially
available pasta,
bread, rusks,
crackers

Dosage: not
specified; included
RG at every meal

Encouraged to
maintain
isogenic
habitual diet;
controlled by
cross-over
design and ru
in period

NM Inflammatory
markers,
oxidative stress
markers

Kikuchi,
2018,41

Japan

Double blind,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 50 (IG:
n ¼ 25; CG:
n ¼ 25)

Attrition: IG:
4%, CG: 0%

m48 � 2 y
35% female
Healthy

12 wk
Run-in: none

Grain: WG wheat
Food source: bread
prepared for the
study

Dosage: m100 g/d

Grain: refined wheat
Food source: refined
bread dyed brown,
prepared for the
study

Dosage: ND;
assumed equal
intake of bread as
IG

Maintained
background
diet; no
counseling
provided

NM Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Kristensen,
2012,55

Denmark

Open-label,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 79 (IG:
n ¼ 42; CG:
n ¼ 37)

Attrition: IG:
10%, CG: 8%

m60 � 5 y
100% female
Healthy

12 wk
Run-in: 2 wk

Grain: WG wheat
Food source:
commercially
available pasta,
bread, biscuits

Dosage: m105 g/d

Grain: refined wheat
Food source:
commercially
available pasta,
bread, biscuits

Dosage: grain foods
were the same
portion sizes as
WG

Hypocaloric,
controlled with
run-in period, all
food provided,
dietitian
counseling
throughout

Data presented
graphically only;
P < 0.001
between groups

Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics,
body
composition

Schutte,
2018,45

Netherlands

Double-blind,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 50 (IG:
n ¼ 25; CG:
n ¼ 25)

Attrition: IG:
0%, CG: 0%

m61 y (range,
51-69 y)

48% female
CVD risk
factors

12 wk
Run-in: 4 wk

Grain: WG wheat
Food source: bread,
cereal, buns

Dosage: 98 g/d

Grain: refined wheat
Food source: white
bread, buns, cereal

Dosage: 98 g/d

Unchanged from
usual diet, asked
to maintain not
gain or lose
weight;
controlled with
run-in period

IG: m209.2 (94)
nmol/L; CG: m41.8
(19) nmol/L; P <

0.001

Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
body
composition

Tighe, 2010,60

United
Kingdom

Single-blind,
parallel, 3
arms (2 IG,
1CG)

n ¼ 226 (IG:
n ¼ 73; IG:
n ¼ 77; CG:
n ¼ 76)

Attrition: IG:
5%, IG: 4%,
CG: 17%

m52 � 1 y
50% female
Healthy

12 wk
Run-in: 4 wk

IG: 2
Grain: WG wheat
Food source: bread,
cereal

Dosage: >60 g/d
IG: 2 reported above

Grain: Refined wheat
Food source: Bread,
cereal

Dosage: >6 g/d

Dietary advice to
maintain regular
diet; controlled
with run-in
period

NM Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
hemodynamics

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Sample and study design characteristics of the 25 included randomized controlled trials (reported across 30 publications) that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

First author,
year, country RCTa Design Sample Duration Intervention Comparator Background diet

Plasma
alkyresorcinol

Outcomes
measured

Tighe, 2013,59

United
Kingdom

— — — — — — — Blood lipids

Vitaglione,
2015,47

Italy

Single-blind,
parallel, 2
arms (1 IG,
1 CG)

n ¼ 80 (IG:
n ¼ 40; CG:
n ¼ 40)

Attrition: IG:
10%, CG:
20%

m39 � 2 y
66% female
Healthy

8 wk
Run-in: none

Grain: WG wheat
Food source: biscuits
Dosage: 70 g/d

Grain: refined wheat
Food source: bread
and crackers

Dosage: 60 g/d

Isocaloric
Diet was tailored
for individual

Habitual diet
largely retained

NM Inflammatory
markers,
glycemic and
insulin markers,
blood lipids,
body
composition

aRCT ¼ randomized controlled trial.
bIG ¼ intervention group.
cCG ¼ comparator group.
dm ¼ sample mean.
eCVD ¼ cardiovascular disease.
fND ¼ not described.
gNM ¼ not measured.
hRG ¼ refined grain.
iWG ¼ whole grain.
jCorn was not considered as a grain by the study investigators, and was therefore provided as part of the background diet to both groups.
k62% of participants had insufficient alkyresorcinol levels indicating nonadherence.
lNA ¼ not applicable.
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Figure 4. Risk-of-bias summary: a review of investigators’ judgments about each risk of bias item for all included randomized
controlled trials, as guided by the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool,19 which compared whole-grain or whole pseudo-grain interventions
and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans.

RESEARCH
blinded, 5 were single-blinded, and the remaining 17 RCTs
were open-label (Table 1).
Of the 25 included studies, 7 had an intervention duration

longer than 8 weeks, which reported inflammatory and/or
oxidative stress markers that were extracted as outcomes
(Table 1). The remaining 18 RCTs ranged in duration from 8 to
16 weeks. To stabilize the diet before intervention, 11 RCTs
used a run-in period, which varied from 1 to 8 weeks. The
washout period of the 10 cross-over RCTs ranged from 2 to 10
weeks; however, 50% of cross-over studies did not use a
washout period (Table 1). Other approaches to control the
background diet were usually the recommendation or pro-
vision of isocaloric diets; however, 5 studies prescribed
hypocaloric diets to all intervention arms. Beyond hypo-
caloric diets, no other interventions were co-administered to
both groups.
Risk of bias across RCTs was generally low for detection

bias, attrition bias, and reporting bias (Figure 4; justifica-
tions in Table 2 [available at www.jandonline.org). Despite
all RCTs being randomized, few reported the randomization
method, leading to an unclear risk of bias. Although most
RCTs did not blind participants and personnel, it must be
recognized this is not usually possible in dietary studies
and therefore allocation concealment would not be
possible. Therefore, if an RCT had a low risk of bias on all
domains except allocation concealment and blinding of
participants and personnel, it was considered to have a low
risk of bias. If an RCT was rated as having a high risk of bias
in any other domain, or had only 1 other domain rated a
low risk of bias, then it was considered to have a high
risk of bias overall. There were 16 publications evaluated
as having low risk of bias,30-34,38-48 5 had a high risk of
bias,49-53 and 8 had an unclear risk of bias.48,54-60 None
of the funnel plots for pooled outcomes detected evidence
of publication bias.
16 JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
Whole-Grain Intervention Characteristics
Of the 26 different interventions included, most whole grains
were mixed (n ¼ 11 studies); followed by rice (n ¼ 6), wheat
(n ¼ 6), oats (n ¼ 2), and barley (n ¼ 1) (Table 1). No pseudo-
grain RCTs were identified that met this review’s eligibility
criteria. The daily dose of whole grains varied widely and was
reported heterogeneously. Of those that reported whole-
grain dosage in grams per day, it ranged from 60 g to 150 g,
except for cooked rice, which ranged from 150 g to 400 g.
Where whole grains were not prescribed in a daily dose to all
participants, whole grains may have been provided without a
specific gram target (eg, use in main meals twice per day) or
calculated as a proportion of total daily energy or carbohy-
drate requirement. No RCTs used placebo as control. Whole
grains were compared against their refined counterpart for
most RCTs (eg, brown rice vs white/refined rice; mixed whole
grain vs mixed refined grains) (Table 1). The exceptions were
the studies by Kondo and colleagues,42 which compared
mixed whole grains against refined rice, Maki and col-
leagues51 and Pins and colleagues,58 which compared whole-
grain oats against mixed refined grains, and Pick and col-
leagues,57 which compared whole-grain barley against
refined wheat. Daily doses of refined grains were reported
rarely, but among those that did report them, it ranged from
60 g to 150 g, and 15 g to 400 g for cooked rice, which aligns
with the range in dose of the whole-grain intervention.
Plasma alkylresorcinol was measured by 9 RCTs; all of which
reported a significantly higher level in the intervention arms
(ranging from 122 to 380 nmol/L) compared with control
arms (ranging from 30 to 134 nmol/L), indicating interven-
tion fidelity (Table 1).
The number of RCTs that reported a statistically significant

improvement between groups is reported in Table 1. There
were 40 outcome variables reported across all included RCTs,
which could be grouped into the following outcome
-- 2020 Volume - Number -
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Table 3. Summary of outcomes reported by the 26 included randomized controlled trialsa that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans

Outcomes categoryb
RCTsc reporting
outcomes, n

RCTs reporting significant
improvements favoring
whole grain

RCTs reporting significant
improvements favoring
refined grain

 ��������������
n (%)

��������������!
Inflammatory markers (n ¼ 10) 21

CRPd 2/5 (40) 0/5 (0)

hsCRPe 1/11 (9) 1/11 (9)

ILf-b 1/2 (50) 0/2 (0)

IL-6 1/9 (11) 0/9 (0)

TFNg-a 1/6 (17) 0/6 (0)

PAIh-1 1/5 (20) 0/5 (0)

IL-8 0/2 (0) 0/2 (0)

IL-10 0/2 (0) 0/2 (0)

Adiponectin 0/5 (0) 0/5 (0)

Leptin 0/4 (0) 0/4 (0)

Oxidative stress markers (n ¼ 7) 6

TBARSi 1/2 (50) 0/2 (0)

GSH-Pxj 1/1 (100) 0/1 (0)

FRAPk 0/1 (0) 0/1 (0)

8-iso PGF2al 0/4 (0) 0/4 (0)

ORACm 0/1 (0) 0/1 (0)

SODn 0/1 (0) 0/1 (0)

ADMAo 0/1 (0) 0/1 (0)

Glycemic and insulin markers (n ¼ 6) 19

HOMA-IRp 1/12 (8) 0/12 (0

Postprandial plasma insulin 2/5 (40) 0/5 (0)

Fasting plasma glucose 2/14 (14) 0/14 (0)

Postprandial plasma glucose 2/4 (50) 0/4 (0)

Fasting plasma insulin 0/14 (0) 0/14 (0)

HbA1c% 0/9 (0) 0/9 (0)

Blood lipids (n ¼ 5) 18

Total cholesterol 3/16 (19) 3/16 (19)

LDLq cholesterol 4/16 (25) 1/16 (6)

HDLr cholesterol 2/17 (12) 1/17 (6)

Triglycerides 2/17 (12) 1/17 (6)

VLDLs cholesterol 0/1 (0) 0/1 (0)

Hemodynamics (n ¼ 4) 12

Pulse pressuret 3/3 (100) 3/3 (100)

SBPu 3/13 (23) 0/13 (0)

DBPv 1/13 (8) 1/13 (8)

Mean arterial pressure 0/1 (0) 0/1 (0)
(continued on next page)
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Table 3. Summary of outcomes reported by the 26 included randomized controlled trialsa that compared whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Outcomes categoryb
RCTsc reporting
outcomes, n

RCTs reporting significant
improvements favoring
whole grain

RCTs reporting significant
improvements favoring
refined grain

 ��������������
n (%)

��������������!
CVDw comorbidity (n ¼ 2) 2

Prediabetes incidence 1/2 (50) 0/2 (0)

MetSx incidence 0/2 (0) 0/2 (0)

Body composition (n ¼ 6) 15

Total body weight 2/13 (15) 0/13 (0)

Fat mass (kg) 1/3 (0) 0/3 (0)

WCy 2/12 (17) 1/12 (8)

BMIz 0/9 (0) 0/9 (0)

Fat mass 0/4 (0) 0/4 (0)

FFMaa (kg) 0/4 (0) 0/4 (0)

aRCTs that measured an outcome but did not compare groups were excluded from Table 3. Data included were from 25 unique RCTs that had 26 intervention arms, but were reported
across 30 publications.
bNumber of different outcomes reported within the outcome category.
cRCT ¼ randomized controlled trial.
dCRP ¼ C-reactive protein.
ehsCRP ¼ high-sensitivity C-reactive protein.
fIL ¼ interleukin.
gTNF ¼ tumor necrosis factor.
hPAI ¼ plasminogen activator inhibitor.
iTBARS ¼ thiobarbituric acid reactive substances.
jGSH-px ¼ glutathione peroxidase.
kFRAP ¼ total antioxidant capacity of plasma.
l8-iso PGF2a ¼ 8-iso-prostaglandin F2a.
mORAC¼ oxygen radical absorbance capacity.
nSOD ¼ superoxide dismutase.
oADMA ¼ asymmetric dimethylarginine.
pHOMA-IR ¼ Homeostatic Model Assessment of Insulin Resistance.
qLDL ¼ low-density lipoprotein.
rHDL ¼ high-density lipoprotein.
sVLDL ¼ very low-density lipoprotein.
tAlthough there was a significant difference between groups for this outcome it is not clear whether the changes favored intervention or control in any study, as all values were within the
normal range (ie, between 40 and 60 mmHg), effect sizes were small, and/or data were only presented graphically.
uSBP ¼ systolic blood pressure.
vDBP ¼ diastolic blood pressure.
wCVD ¼ cardiovascular disease.
xMetS ¼ metabolic syndrome.
yWC ¼ waist circumference.
zBMI ¼ body mass index; calculated as kg/m2.
aaFFM ¼ fat-free mass.

RESEARCH
categories: hemodynamics (12 RCTs), body composition (15
RCTs), blood lipids (18 RCTs), glycemic and/or insulin markers
(19 RCTs), and inflammatory markers (21 RCTs). Only 6 RCTs
reported oxidative stress markers and 2 RCTs reported inci-
dence of CVD comorbidities. No RCTs reported CVD and CVD-
related complication outcomes.

Outcomes of Whole Grains Compared to Refined
Grains Reported by Included Studies
Of the 40 outcomes measured across all RCTs, 23 (58%) were
found to have 1 or more RCTs report a statistically significant
improvement in the whole-grain intervention compared to
refined-grain comparator. For 6 outcomes (15%), a significant
18 JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
difference between groups was reported to favor whole grain
in some studies and refined grain in others; and 1 outcome
(fat-free mass) was reported to favor refined grain alone
(Table 3). Blood lipids had the largest number of studies that
reported beneficial effects of whole grains compared to refined
grains (11 RCTs); however, they also had the largest number of
RCTs that reported results favoring refined grains (5 RCTs).
Most publications did not report on adverse events. Four

studies reported minor gastrointestinal symptoms, with low
incidence varying from 2% to 16%, which was comparable
between intervention and control arms.46,51,54,58 There was
also 1 case of faintness reported in the IG38 and 1 case of
gastroenteritis in the CG.51
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Table 4. Pooled effects and confidence in the body of evidence based on 20 randomized controlled trials (reported across 22
publications) that compared whole-grain or whole pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans

Outcome

No. of
intervention
groups

No. of
participants
(IGa/CGb)

SMDc

(95% CI) Model I2 (%) P value GRADEd

CRP/hsCRPe 14 658/644 e0.19 (e0.57 to 0.20) REf 88.9 0.542 Moderateg

ILh-6 9 458/432 e0.08 (e0.29 to 0.13) RE 51.0 0.457 Moderate

Fasting blood glucose 16 742/722 e0.01 (e0.19 to 0.16) RE 60.4 0.875 Very low

Fasting blood insulin 13 649/626 0.07 (e0.05 to 0.18) RE 0 0.265 Moderate

HOMA-IRi 12 528/500 e0.03 (e0.17 to 0.10) RE 0 0.603 Moderate

Hemoglobin A1c 10 404/403 e0.24 (e0.53 to 0.06) RE 75.0 0.122 Moderateg

Total cholesterol (Figure 5) 16 791/757 e0.10 (e0.29 to 0.09) RE 67.3 0.291 Very lowg

HDLj cholesterol 18 775/750 e0.0 (e0.03 to 0.03) RE 38.7 0. 896 Lowk

LDLl cholesterol (Figure 6) 15 783/751 e0.07 (e0.25 to 0.10) RE 59.6 0.405 Very lowg

Triglycerides 16 753/727 e0.06 (e0.21 to 0.10) RE 49.9 0.477 Very lowg

SBPm 11 482/481 e0.04 (e0.28 to 0.21) RE 71.3 0.781 Very low

DBPn 12 515/514 0.05 (e0.26 to 0.37) RE 83.1 0.730 Very low

Total body weighto 16 602/587 e0.02 (e0.24 to 0.19) RE 70.8 0.826 Very low

Waist circumference 14 641/625 e0.10 (e0.25 to 0.05) RE 35.5 0.117 Moderate

aIG ¼ intervention group.
bCG ¼ control group.
cSMD ¼ standardized mean difference.
dGRADE ¼ Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation.
eCRP/hsCRP ¼ C-reactive protein/high-sensitivity C-reactive protein.
fRE ¼ random effect.
gGRADE assessment reflects confidence in the statistically significant subgroup rather than the overall analytical model.
hIL ¼ interleukin.
iHOMA-IR ¼ Homeostatic Model Assessment of Insulin Resistance.
jHDL ¼ high-density lipoprotein.
kGRADE assessment reflects confidence in the statistically significant subgroup grain type: mixed, rather than the overall analytical model or the subgroup study quality: unclear.
lLDL ¼ low-density lipoprotein.
mSBP ¼ systolic blood pressure.
nDBP ¼ diastolic blood pressure.
oWeight change was meta-analyzed for total body weight change in preference to body mass index (BMI) as fewer studies reported BMI change.
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Pooled Effects of Whole Grains Compared to Refined
Grains on Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors
There were 20 RCTs (across 22 publications) included to
meta-analyze 14 outcomes (Table 4). Three publica-
tions40,41,53 reported results for the IGs and/or CGs by sub-
group (eg, male and female participants separately); leading to
23 IGs included in themodels. A further sensitivity analysis was
carriedout to evaluate the effect of the assumption that baseline
to follow-up correlationwas 0.7. For the 2 variablesHbA1c% and
triglycerides, analyses repeated using correlation offirst 0.9 and
then 0.5 led to no appreciable difference in results.
In initial models, which ranged between 9 and 18 RCTs (or

RCT subgroups) per outcome, we were unable to reject the
null hypothesis for any pooled effect; sensitivity analysis did
not indicate any change. Confidence that the pooled esti-
mated effect reflects the true effect ranged from very low to
moderate (Table 4; justifications in Table 5 [available at www.
jandonline.org); the most common reason for decreased
confidence was due to risk of bias in individual studies, sta-
tistical heterogeneity, and some imprecision.
-- 2020 Volume - Number -
Subgroup analysis by type of grain found that whole-grain
oats significantly decreased total cholesterol (SMD ¼ e0.54,
95% CI e0.95 to e0.12, re-expressed as e20.8 mg/dL [e0.54
mmol/L]; P¼ 0.011, n¼ 232; IG: n¼ 122, CG: n¼ 110, I2¼ 56.9%,
GRADE level of evidence: Very low; Figure 5) and low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol (SMD ¼ e0.57, 95% CI e0.84 to
e0.31, re-expressed ase16.7mg/dL [e0.43mmol/L];P< 0.0001,
n ¼ 232 [IG: n ¼ 122, CG: n ¼ 110], I2 ¼ 0%; GRADE level of
evidence: Very low) (Figure 6) compared to refined grains. SDs
of baseline total and LDL cholesterol in the intervention group
reported by Pins and colleagues58 were used to re-express SMD
to mg/dL for clinical interpretation. Compared to white rice,
brown rice decreased triglycerides (SMD¼ e0.22, 95% CIe0.44
toe0.01, re-expressedase1.6mg/dL [e0.02mmol/L];P¼ 0.040,
n ¼ 338 [IG: n ¼ 171, CG: n ¼ 167], I2 ¼ 0%, GRADE level of ev-
idence: Very low). The triglyceride SD from the IG in Araki and
colleagues49 was used to re-express SMD to mg/dL.
Subgroup analysis found that mixed whole grains decreased

(ie, negative direction) high-density lipoprotein (HDL) choles-
terol in comparison to mixed refined grains (SMD¼ e0.17, 95%
JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 19
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Figure 5. Whole-grain oats compared with refined mixed grains had a significant effect on total cholesterol (standardized mean
difference ¼ e0.54, 95% CI e0.95 to e0.12; I2 ¼ 56.9%, P ¼ 0.011) when pooling results of 2 randomized controlled trials during
subgroup analysis by grain type. Std diff ¼ standard difference.
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CIe0.33 toe0.01, re-expressed ase2.0mg/dL [e0.06mmol/L];
P ¼ 0.037, n ¼ 590 [IG: n ¼ 292, CG: n ¼ 298], I2 ¼ 0%, GRADE
level of evidence: High). However, in moderate-quality studies
(ie, unclear risk of bias),whole grains improvedHDL cholesterol
(SMD¼ 0.33, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.62, re-expressed as 3mg/dL [0.08
mmol/L];P¼ 0.022, n¼ 490 [IG: n¼ 255, CG:n¼ 235], I2¼ 5.1%,
GRADE level of evidence: Low) compared to refined grains. To
re-express HDL cholesterol SMDs into a clinically interpretable
value, SDs from Giacco and colleagues30 and Pins and col-
leagues58 were used.
Further subgroup analysis by study quality found that in

higher-quality studies (ie, low risk of bias), whole grains
improved CRP (SMD ¼ e0.22, 95% CI e0.44 to e0.00, re-
expressed as e0.7 mg/L; P ¼ 0.048, n ¼ 671 [IG: n ¼ 311,
CG: n ¼ 360], I2 ¼ 45.7%, GRADE level of evidence: Moder-
ate); and decreased HbA1c (SMD ¼ e0.33, 95% CI e0.61 to
0.04, re-expressed as e0.2%; P ¼ 0.025, n ¼ 194 [IG: n ¼ 97,
CG: n ¼ 97], I2 ¼ 0%, GRADE level of evidence: Moderate). CRP
and HbA1c SDs from the IG reported by Kirwan and col-
leagues33 were used to re-express the CRP and HbA1c SMD for
clinical interpretation. No other subgroup analyses found sig-
nificant findings; however, study samples that had CVD risk
factors approach a significant decrease in triglycerides (SMD ¼
e0.13, 95% CI e0.23 to 0.03; P ¼ 0.065, n ¼ 10 studies).
20 JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
The nonparametric bootstrapped meta-analyses were
HbA1c SMD ¼ e0.27 (95% CI e0.44 to 0.39), for CRP/high-
sensitivity CRP SMD ¼ e0.25 (95% CI e0.45 to 0.25), and
waist circumference SMD ¼ e0.10 (95% CI e0.21 to 0.08).

DISCUSSION
The benefits of consuming whole grains to human health are
well established, due to their nutrient and antioxidant profile
and strong association with improved chronic disease out-
comes, including reduced type 2 diabetes mellitus and
gastrointestinal cancer risk.1,2,9 Despite the doseeresponse
relationship for decreased risk of CVD-related death re-
ported by meta-analyses of observational data,11,13 the cur-
rent review of RCTs found insufficient evidence to conclude
that dietary intake of whole grains has a clinically relevant
effect on CVD risk factors in comparison to refined grains.
Although this review’s meta-analytical models found some
improvements in triglycerides, HbA1c, and CRP, there was
very low to moderate confidence in the body of evidence, and
the re-expressed effect sizes have no clinical significance.
Whole-grain oats had clinically relevant improvements on
LDL and total cholesterol, aligning with other literature,61 but
had very low confidence that this estimated effect repre-
sented the true effect.
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Figure 6. Whole-grain oats compared with mixed refined grains had a significant effect on low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(standardized mean difference ¼ e0.57, 95% CI e0.84 to e0.31; P < 0.0001, n ¼ 232 [intervention group: n ¼ 122, control group:
n ¼ 110], I2 ¼ 0%) when pooling results of 2 randomized controlled trials during subgroup analysis by grain type. LDL¼ low-density
lipoprotein; Std diff ¼ standard difference.
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Unexpectedly, there was high confidence that mixed whole
grains had a small (re-expressed as e2.0 mg/dL) but significant
decrease in cardioprotectiveHDLcholesterol compared to refined
grains. HDL cholesterol is predominately regulated through he-
patic synthesis and cholesterol ester transfer protein activity,
which replaces cholesterol esters in HDL particles with tri-
glycerides. Triglyceride-rich HDL particles are substrates for he-
patic lipase, which promotes HDL cholesterol clearance.62 There
was no effect of mixed grains on triglyceride levels, suggesting
that an effect on cholesterol ester transfer protein activity does
not explain the observed difference in HDL cholesterol. Most
mixed-grain studies used wheat, rye, rice, and/or oats, and 2
studies included barley. However, oats, rice, and wheat did not
show any independent effects on HDL cholesterol in the meta-
analysis and are unlikely to explain this effect. Conversely, the
subgroup by study design meta-analysis found that studies with
an unclear risk of bias, which represented RCTs usingmixed, rice,
barley, and wheat test products, significantly increased HDL
cholesterol with a similar effect size (3 mg/dL). However, this
finding should be rejected as relevant in the light that thepositive
estimated effect had a low confidence and the studies with low
risk of bias found no significant effect. Given the unclear mech-
anism of action, this finding should be interpreted with caution.
-- 2020 Volume - Number -
The present findings align with those reported by Kelly and
colleagues,15 who reviewed 9 whole-grain RCTs with dura-
tions of �12 weeks, in that the included studies have
inherent limitations and findings may be subject to change
with additional research. This is particularly the case among
those with existing CVD, as the study populations in this
review were predominantly healthy or had only mild-to-
moderate CVD risk factors. Having relatively healthy sam-
ples may explain both the finding of no overall pooled effect
of whole grains compared to refined grains on CVD risk fac-
tors, as well as the finding that some subgroup improvement
CVD risk factors were of statistical but not clinical signifi-
cance. For example, it is unlikely that an improvement in CRP,
systolic blood pressure, or HbA1C would occur among those
who do not have elevated CRP, systolic blood pressure, or
HbA1C at baseline. Similarly, the systematic review and
meta-analysis by Hollænder and colleagues,63 which evalu-
ated the effect of whole grains on blood lipids in healthy
populations only, found no significant pooled effects of whole
grains, except for the b-glucanecontaining subgroups.
Although some studies measured adherence to the allocated
groups objectively through plasma alkylresorcinol, many
RCTs did not measure adherence to the intervention and/or
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control and dietary intake could have possibly been too low
to detect a significant change in CVD risk factors. Interpre-
tation of findings is substantially limited by the poor
reporting of whole-grain daily dose; where doses of both
intervention and test products are not able to be determined.
Few studies reported whole-grain intake as dose per day as
recommended by Ross and colleagues.64 Other limitations
include poorly reported dosage of refined grains, inade-
quately controlled and/or measured background diet, and the
possibility of underpowered models due to the small number
of included studies in each model, particularly in subgroups.
Differences betweenmeta-analyses of RCTs and prospective

cohort studies on whole grain and CVD must also be
acknowledged. Pooled data from prospective cohort studies
are derived from participants who have been following a di-
etary pattern either rich or poor in whole grains for many
years, and sometimes decades,11,13 and the potential for whole
grains to have a preventive and/or treatment effect is
increased. This contrasts with the identified interventional
research, which is limited by study duration ranging between
2 and 16 weeks. Recalling that diet-related etiologies of
chronic disease have long latency periods, it is difficult to
detect significant effects in a short timeframe. Considering
some subgroups found significant improvements in inflam-
mation, glycemia, and blood lipids, it is possible that with an
increased intervention duration and investigations targeted at
those with elevated risk factors, improvements in CVD inci-
dence and death may be observed. Additional research is
required to confirm this hypothesis. The importance of inter-
vention duration is emphasized by the types of outcomes
measured in prospective cohort studies, which include CVD-
related death and events, including myocardial infarctions
and strokes.11,13 This is in contrast with RCTs that are limited to
measuring CVD riskmarkers, and thus, indirect CVDoutcomes.
Despite attempts to control for confounding variables in

observational data, the improved CVD outcomes in the meta-
analyses of observational data may represent the effects of
broader dietary and lifestyle patterns. Participants in cohort
studies who reported consuming whole grains as opposed to
refined grains may be those who adhere to a healthier life-
style; and over many years this lifestyle presents multiple
confounding factors that are inherently difficult to measure
and account for.65 The finding that some refined-grain arms
of RCTs had higher attrition than the whole-grain arms also
suggests that low whole-grain consumers in observational
studies may not necessarily be high refined-grain consumers.
In observational research, it is possible that low whole-grain
consumers replace whole grains with discretionary foods
rather than refined-grain core foods, thereby creating a
greater discrepancy in the diet quality of the 2 groups,
leading to a greater observed effect size in high whole-grain
consumers. It must be remembered that grains are recom-
mended by dietary guidelines as a core food group; although
guidelines recommend they be consumed mostly as whole
grains and/or higher-fiber varieties, refined grains are not
considered discretionary foods.1,6,7

Of clinical significance, the RCTs in this review reported
that participants had either equal or lower attrition in the
whole-grain group, as well as high compliance to the whole-
grain intervention when measured by plasma alkylresorcinol.
This suggests that dietary intake of whole grains is a feasible
dietary strategy in culturally diverse populations and
22 JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
strengthens the need to test other types of grains that are
important to certain cultural groups in RCTs.

GRADE Clinical Recommendation for Populations
A conditional recommendation was made for the interven-
tion: For adults with or without CVD risk factors, the findings
of this review conditionally recommend whole grains for
improved CVD risk based on very weak to moderate evi-
dence. In line with the GRADE approach, this conditional
recommendation is subject to change with new evidence.
This recommendation was based on the balance of bene-

ficial effects, which tended toward the intervention and is
strengthened by observational and economic research
(Figure 7, available at www.jandonline.org).11,13,14,66 However,
due to inherent limitations and risk of bias found in the
interventional research, even when drawing upon other
research, a strong recommendation cannot yet be made.
There is no uncertainty that prevention of CVD is valued by
all stakeholders and is feasible to implement, considering
grains are a staple food to many cultures and countries, and
dietary guidelines already recommend that grains be
consumed as whole grains. Healthy food basket research
suggests that whole-grain foods may be unavailable to some
small communities and may be associated with a higher cost,
which is likely to impact low-income families71 (Figure 7,
available at www.jandonline.org).

Limitations of This Review
Although eligibility criteria included 40 broad outcomes
related to CVD risk, outcomes such as short-chain fatty acids
or metabolites of the gut microbiome were beyond the ca-
pacity of this review. The review was not able to evaluate the
effect of whole grains on CVD outcomes; and it should be
highlighted that all outcomes reported are indirect measures
of CVD risk only. It was beyond the scope of this review to
examine a doseeresponse relationship through meta-
regression. Finally, although funnel plots did not detect
publication bias, this may have been due to the small number
of included studies in each model.

Implications for Future Research
The effect of whole-grain intake on CVD is of high interest to
both the people and to governments, as CVD is the leading
cause of noncommunicable disease deaths worldwide.75

Future RCTs are required that compare whole grain with
refined grain for all grain and pseudo-grain varieties, espe-
cially rye, maize, teff, amaranth, triticale, or unique varieties
of wheat, such as kamut or spelt. Future RCTs need to be well
powered and use parallel design to allow for substantially
longer intervention durations, such as that used in the PRE-
DIMED (Prevención con Dieta Mediterránea) trial.76 In addi-
tion, whole-grain products should be tested for the potential
to improve both CVD risk factors and events in samples with
existing CVD at baseline. Studies should control and/or
measure background diet and medications carefully so that
the effect of the whole grain as opposed to other diet and
lifestyle factors can be understood. The dosage of whole-
grain intake should be reported in grams per day, as recom-
mended by Ross and colleagues.64 Finally, CVD-related out-
comes should be accompanied by feasibility evaluations to
better inform dietary guidelines and public health policy.
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CONCLUSIONS
For adults with or without CVD risk factors, consuming whole
grain as opposed to refinedgrainmay improve total cholesterol,
LDL cholesterol, HbA1c, and CRP. However, there is insufficient
interventional evidence to recommend the use of whole grains
as opposed to refined grains for the prevention and treatment
of CVD. Further interventional research is needed to better
understand the preventive and treatment potential of whole-
grain and whole pseudo-grain dietary intake for CVD, particu-
larly among those with existing CVD risk factors.
PRACTICE IMPLICATIONS

� What Is the Current Knowledge on the Topic?

Whole grains have a higher nutrient density than
refined grains, and observational studies have identified
an association between whole-grain intake and improved
CVD risk.
� How Does this Research Add to Knowledge on
this Topic?

This systematic review of RCTs examines the cause-and-
effect relationship between whole-grain intake and CVD
risk.
� How Might this Knowledge Impact Current
Dietetics Practice?

Choosing whole grains is recommended for populations
to improve CVD risk, but evidence is not convincing
enough to use whole grains as a CVD treatment approach.
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Set Search terms

MEDLINE (via PubMed): Searched March 8, 2019 using keywords (title and abstract) and MeSHa terms. Result ¼ 2,437
records

#1 (((clinical trial[MeSH Terms]) OR ((“clinical trial”[Title/Abstract] OR “controlled trial”[Title/Abstract] OR “equivalence
trial”[Title/Abstract] OR intervention[Title/Abstract] OR “cross-over”[Title/Abstract] OR randomized[Title/Abstract]
OR randomized[Title/Abstract] OR “control trial”[Title/Abstract] OR placebo[Title/Abstract])))) AND ((((“edible
grain”[Title/Abstract] OR secale[Title/Abstract] OR triticale[Title/Abstract] OR triticum[Title/Abstract] OR avena
[Title/Abstract] OR “setaria plant”[Title/Abstract] OR hordeum[Title/Abstract] OR oryza[Title/Abstract] OR “zea
mays”[Title/Abstract] OR eragrostis[Title/Abstract] OR teff[Title/Abstract] OR sorghum[Title/Abstract] OR
johnsongrass[Title/Abstract] OR “kaffir corn”[Title/Abstract] OR kafir[Title/Abstract] OR sudangrass[Title/Abstract]
OR triticale[Title/Abstract] OR triticosecale[Title/Abstract] OR triticum[Title/Abstract] OR Fagopyrum[Title/Abstract]
OR buckwheat[Title/Abstract] OR celosia[Title/Abstract] OR durum[Title/Abstract] OR rye[Title/Abstract] OR barley
[Title/Abstract] OR maize[Title/Abstract] OR teosinte[Title/Abstract] OR zea[Title/Abstract] OR cereal*[Title/
Abstract] OR grain*[Title/Abstract] OR *grain[Title/Abstract] OR *germ[Title/Abstract] OR *bran[Title/Abstract] OR
endosperm[Title/Abstract] OR wholegrain*[Title/Abstract] OR wholemeal[Title/Abstract] OR wheat[Title/Abstract]
OR oat[Title/Abstract] OR oats[Title/Abstract] OR millet[Title/Abstract] OR setaria[Title/Abstract] OR panicum[Title/
Abstract] OR rice[Title/Abstract] OR corn[Title/Abstract] OR flour[Title/Abstract] OR semolina[Title/Abstract] OR
bulgar[Title/Abstract] OR groats[Title/Abstract] OR bread[Title/Abstract] OR porridge[Title/Abstract] OR cracker
[Title/Abstract] OR biscuit[Title/Abstract] OR muesli[Title/Abstract] OR pancake*[Title/Abstract] OR pasta[Title/
Abstract] OR noodle*[Title/Abstract] OR polenta[Title/Abstract] OR muffin*[Title/Abstract] OR roll[Title/Abstract] OR
dough[Title/Abstract] OR durum[Title/Abstract] OR spelt[Title/Abstract] OR spelta[Title/Abstract] OR emmer[Title/
Abstract] OR dicoccon[Title/Abstract] OR khorasan[Title/Abstract] OR turanicum[Title/Abstract] OR einkorn[Title/
Abstract] OR monococcum[Title/Abstract] OR “hard red spring”[Title/Abstract] OR “hard red winter”[Title/Abstract]
OR “soft red winter”[Title/Abstract] OR “hard white”[Title/Abstract] OR “soft white”[Title/Abstract] OR teff[Title/
Abstract] OR eragrostis[Title/Abstract] OR “Williams lovegrass”[Title/Abstract] OR “annual bunch grass”[Title/
Abstract] OR pumpernickel[Title/Abstract] OR Fagopyrum[Title/Abstract] OR quinoa[Title/Abstract] OR amaranth*
[Title/Abstract] OR chia[Title/Abstract] OR chiaseed[Title/Abstract] OR granola[Title/Abstract] OR tortilla*[Title/
Abstract] OR “maya nut”[Title/Abstract] OR *bread[Title/Abstract] OR colosia[Title/Abstract] OR cockscomb[Title/
Abstract] OR “quail grass”[Title/Abstract] OR soko[Title/Abstract] OR “pitseed goosefoot”[Title/Abstract] OR
berlandieri[Title/Abstract] OR kaniwa[Title/Abstract] OR “Chenopodium pallidicaule”[Title/Abstract] OR canihua
[Title/Abstract] OR qaniwa[Title/Abstract] OR wattleseed[Title/Abstract] OR “acacia seed”[Title/Abstract] OR “wattle
seed”[Title/Abstract] OR kamut[Title/Abstract] OR Fagopyrum[Title/Abstract]))) AND (((((((edible grain[MeSH
Terms]) OR secale[MeSH Terms]) OR ((((((((((triticale[MeSH Terms]) OR triticum[MeSH Terms]) OR flour[MeSH
Terms]) OR bread[MeSH Terms]) OR avena[MeSH Terms]) OR setaria plant[MeSH Terms]) OR hordeum[MeSH
Terms]) OR oryza[MeSH Terms]) OR zea mays[MeSH Terms]) OR eragrostis[MeSH Terms])) OR ((((((((((teff[MeSH
Terms]) OR sorghum[MeSH Terms]) OR johnsongrass[MeSH Terms]) OR kaffir corn[MeSH Terms]) OR kafir[MeSH
Terms]) OR sorghum bicolor[MeSH Terms]) OR sorghum halepense[MeSH Terms]) OR sudangrass[MeSH Terms])
OR triticale[MeSH Terms]) OR triticosecale[MeSH Terms])) OR (((((((triticum x secale[MeSH Terms]) OR Fagopyrum
[MeSH Terms]) OR Fagopyrum esculentum[MeSH Terms]) OR Fagopyrum sagittatum[MeSH Terms]) OR Fagopyrum
tataricum[MeSH Terms]) OR buckwheat[MeSH Terms]) OR Chenopodium quinoa[MeSH Terms])) OR ((((((((quinoa
[MeSH Terms]) OR amaranthus[MeSH Terms]) OR celosia[MeSH Terms]) OR durum wheat[MeSH Terms]) OR
triticum aestivum[MeSH Terms]) OR triticum durum[MeSH Terms]) OR triticum spelta[MeSH Terms]) OR triticum
turgidum[MeSH Terms])) OR ((((((((((((((((triticum turgidum subsp. Durum[MeSH Terms]) OR triticum vulgare[MeSH
Terms]) OR wheat[MeSH Terms]) OR rye[MeSH Terms]) OR secale cereale[MeSH Terms]) OR barley[MeSH Terms])
OR hordeum vulgare[MeSH Terms]) OR oats[MeSH Terms]) OR cultivated oat[MeSH Terms]) OR avena sativa[MeSH
Terms]) OR rice[MeSH Terms]) OR oryza sativa[MeSH Terms]) OR corn[MeSH Terms]) OR Indian corn[MeSH Terms])
OR maize[MeSH Terms]) OR teosinte[MeSH Terms])))

(continued on next page)

Figure 2. Search strategy implemented across 5 electronic databases and results of total records retrieved when searching for
randomized controlled trials that compared whole-grain or whole pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls
in humans.
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Set Search terms

CINAHL (via Ebscohost): Searched on March 8, 2019 using keywords (title and abstract) and CINAHL Subject
Headings. Result ¼ 3,630 records

#1 (MH “clinical trialsþ”) OR ( TI “clinical trial” or “controlled trial” or “equivalence trial” or intervention or “cross-over” or
randomized or randomized or “control trial” or placebo ) OR ( AB “clinical trial” or “controlled trial” or “equivalence
trial” or intervention or “cross-over” or randomized or randomized or “control trial” or placebo ) AND ( (MH
“Cerealsþ”) or (MH “barley”) or (MH “corn”) or (MH “oats”) or (MH “rice”) or (MH “wheat”) or (MH “bread”) ) OR ( TI
“edible grain” or secale or triticale or triticum or avena or “setaria plant” or hordeum or oryza or “zea mays” or
eragrostis or teff or sorghum or johnsongrass or “kaffir corn” or kafir or sudangrass or triticale or triticosecale or
triticum or Fagopyrum or buckwheat or celosia or durum or rye or barley or maize or teosinte or zea or cereal* or
grain* or *grain or *germ or *bran or endosperm or wholegrain* or wholemeal or wheat or oat or oats or millet or
setaria or panicum or rice or corn or flour or semolina or bulgar or groats or bread or porridge or cracker or biscuit
or muesli or pancake* or pasta or noodle* or polenta or muffin* or roll or dough or durum or spelt or spelta or
emmer or dicoccon or khorasan or turanicum or einkorn or monococcum or “hard red spring” or “hard red winter”
or “soft red winter” or “hard white” or “soft white” or teff or eragrostis or “Williams lovegrass” or “annual bunch
grass” or pumpernickel or Fagopyrum or quinoa or amaranth* or chia or chiaseed or granola or tortilla* or “maya
nut” or *bread or colosia or cockscomb or “quail grass” or soko or “pitseed goosefoot” or berlandieri or kaniwa or
“Chenopodium pallidicaule” or canihua or qaniwa or wattleseed or “acacia seed” or “wattle seed” or kamut or
Fagopyrum ) OR ( AB “edible grain” or secale or triticale or triticum or avena or “setaria plant” or hordeum or oryza
or “zea mays” or eragrostis or teff or sorghum or johnsongrass or “kaffir corn” or kafir or sudangrass or triticale or
triticosecale or triticum or Fagopyrum or buckwheat or celosia or durum or rye or barley or maize or teosinte or
zea or cereal* or grain* or *grain or *germ or *bran or endosperm or wholegrain* or wholemeal or wheat or oat or
oats or millet or setaria or panicum or rice or corn or flour or semolina or bulgar or groats or bread or porridge or
cracker or biscuit or muesli or pancake* or pasta or noodle* or polenta or muffin* or roll or dough or durum or
spelt or spelta or emmer or dicoccon or khorasan or turanicum or einkorn or monococcum or “hard red spring” or
“hard red winter” or “soft red winter” or “hard white” or “soft white” or teff or eragrostis or “Williams lovegrass” or
“annual bunch grass” or pumpernickel or Fagopyrum or quinoa or amaranth* or chia or chiaseed or granola or
tortilla* or “maya nut” or *bread or colosia or cockscomb or “quail grass” or soko or “pitseed goosefoot” or
berlandieri or kaniwa or “Chenopodium pallidicaule” or canihua or qaniwa or wattleseed or “acacia seed” or
“wattle seed” or kamut or Fagopyrum )

The Cochrane Library: Searched on March 8, 2019 using keywords and MeSH Headings. Result ¼ 146 “Trials” records

#1 ‘MeSH descriptor: [Clinical Trials as Topic] explode all trees’

#2 (“edible grain” or secale or triticale or triticum or avena or “setaria plant” or hordeum or oryza or “zea mays” or
eragrostis or teff or sorghum or johnsongrass or “kaffir corn” or kafir or sudangrass or triticale or triticosecale or
triticum or Fagopyrum or buckwheat or celosia or durum or rye or barley or maize or teosinte or zea or cereal* or
grain* or *grain or *germ or *bran or endosperm or wholegrain* or wholemeal or wheat or oat or oats or millet or
setaria or panicum or rice or corn or flour or semolina or bulgar or groats or bread or porridge or cracker or biscuit
or muesli or pancake* or pasta or noodle* or polenta or muffin* or roll or dough or durum or spelt or spelta or
emmer or dicoccon or khorasan or turanicum or einkorn or monococcum or “hard red spring” or “hard red winter”
or “soft red winter” or “hard white” or “soft white” or teff or eragrostis or “Williams lovegrass” or “annual bunch
grass” or pumpernickel or Fagopyrum or quinoa or amaranth* or chia or chiaseed or granola or tortilla* or “maya
nut” or *bread or colosia or cockscomb or “quail grass” or soko or “pitseed goosefoot” or berlandieri or kaniwa or
“Chenopodium pallidicaule” or canihua or qaniwa or wattleseed or “acacia seed” or “wattle seed” or kamut or
Fagopyrum):ti

3 (“edible grain” or secale or triticale or triticum or avena or “setaria plant” or hordeum or oryza or “zea mays” or
eragrostis or teff or sorghum or johnsongrass or “kaffir corn” or kafir or sudangrass or triticale or triticosecale or

(continued on next page)

Figure 2. (continued) Search strategy implemented across 5 electronic databases and results of total records retrieved when
searching for randomized controlled trials that compared whole-grain or whole pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-
grain controls in humans.
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Set Search terms

triticum or Fagopyrum or buckwheat or celosia or durum or rye or barley or maize or teosinte or zea or cereal* or
grain* or *grain or *germ or *bran or endosperm or wholegrain* or wholemeal or wheat or oat or oats or millet or
setaria or panicum or rice or corn or flour or semolina or bulgar or groats or bread or porridge or cracker or biscuit
or muesli or pancake* or pasta or noodle* or polenta or muffin* or roll or dough or durum or spelt or spelta or
emmer or dicoccon or khorasan or turanicum or einkorn or monococcum or “hard red spring” or “hard red winter”
or “soft red winter” or “hard white” or “soft white” or teff or eragrostis or “Williams lovegrass” or “annual bunch
grass” or pumpernickel or Fagopyrum or quinoa or amaranth* or chia or chiaseed or granola or tortilla* or “maya
nut” or *bread or colosia or cockscomb or “quail grass” or soko or “pitseed goosefoot” or berlandieri or kaniwa or
“Chenopodium pallidicaule” or canihua or qaniwa or wattleseed or “acacia seed” or “wattle seed” or kamut or
Fagopyrum):ab

#4 #2 or #3

#5 #1 and #4

EMBASE: Searched March 8, 2019 for citations from both Embase and MEDLINE using keywords (abstract and title)
and Emtree terms. Result ¼ 3,442 records

#1 [Emtree] ‘clinical trial’/exp

#2 [Emtree] ’food grain’/exp OR ’cereal’/exp OR ’barley’/exp OR ’bread’/exp OR ’breakfast cereal’/exp OR ’finger millet’/
exp OR ’foxtail millet’/exp OR ’maize’/exp OR ’field corn’/exp OR ’sweet corn’/exp OR ’malt’/exp OR ’millet’/exp OR
’oat’/exp OR ’pearl millet’/exp OR ’rice’/exp OR ’Indian rice’/exp OR ’Japonica rice’/exp OR ’rye’/exp OR ’sorghum’/
exp OR ’sudangrass’/exp OR ’wheat’/exp OR ’emmer’/exp OR ’spelt’/exp OR ’spring wheat’/exp OR ’triticale’/exp OR
’Triticum aestivum’/exp OR ’Triticum durum’/exp OR ’Triticum monococcum’/exp OR ’Triticum turgidum’/exp OR
’wheat germ’/exp OR ’winter wheat’/exp OR ’grain flour’/exp OR ’barley flour’/exp OR ’corn flour’/exp OR ’oatmeal’/
exp OR ’rice flour’/exp OR ’rye flour’/exp OR ’semolina’/exp OR ’sorghum flour’/exp OR ’wheat flour’/exp OR
’pseudocereal’/exp OR ’buckwheat’/exp OR ’Chenopodium quinoa’/exp OR ’chia’/exp OR ’refined grain’/exp OR
’whole grain’/exp OR ’dough’/exp OR ’bakery product’/exp OR ’biscuit’/exp OR ’cookie’/exp OR ’dough’/exp

#3 “edible grain”:ab,ti or secale:ab,ti or triticale:ab,ti or triticum:ab,ti or avena:ab,ti or “setaria plant”:ab,ti or
hordeum:ab,ti or oryza:ab,ti or “zea mays”:ab,ti or eragrostis:ab,ti or teff:ab,ti or sorghum:ab,ti or johnsongrass:ab,ti
or “kaffir corn”:ab,ti or kafir:ab,ti or sudangrass:ab,ti or triticale:ab,ti or triticosecale:ab,ti or triticum:ab,ti or
Fagopyrum:ab,ti or buckwheat:ab,ti or celosia:ab,ti or durum:ab,ti or rye:ab,ti or barley:ab,ti or maize:ab,ti or
teosinte:ab,ti or zea:ab,ti or cereal*:ab,ti or grain*:ab,ti or grain:ab,ti or germ:ab,ti or bran:ab,ti or endosperm:ab,ti
or wholegrain*:ab,ti or wholemeal:ab,ti or wheat:ab,ti or oat:ab,ti or oats:ab,ti or millet:ab,ti or setaria:ab,ti or
panicum:ab,ti or rice:ab,ti or corn:ab,ti or flour:ab,ti or semolina:ab,ti or bulgar:ab,ti or groats:ab,ti or bread:ab,ti or
porridge:ab,ti or cracker:ab,ti or biscuit:ab,ti or muesli:ab,ti or pancake*:ab,ti or pasta:ab,ti or noodle*:ab,ti or
polenta:ab,ti or muffin*:ab,ti or roll:ab,ti or dough:ab,ti or durum:ab,ti or spelt:ab,ti or spelta:ab,ti or emmer:ab,ti or
dicoccon:ab,ti or khorasan:ab,ti or turanicum:ab,ti or einkorn:ab,ti or monococcum:ab,ti or “hard red spring”:ab,ti
or “hard red winter”:ab,ti or “soft red winter”:ab,ti or “hard white”:ab,ti or “soft white”:ab,ti or teff:ab,ti or
eragrostis:ab,ti or “Williams lovegrass”:ab,ti or “annual bunch grass”:ab,ti or pumpernickel:ab,ti or quinoa:ab,ti or
amaranth*:ab,ti or chia:ab,ti or granola:ab,ti or tortilla*:ab,ti or “maya nut”:ab,ti or bread:ab,ti or colosia:ab,ti or
cockscomb:ab,ti or “quail grass”:ab,ti or soko:ab,ti or “pitseed goosefoot”:ab,ti or berlandieri:ab,ti or kaniwa:ab,ti or
“Chenopodium pallidicaule”:ab,ti or canihua:ab,ti or qaniwa:ab,ti or wattleseed:ab,ti or “acacia seed”:ab,ti or “wattle
seed”:ab,ti or kamut:ab,ti

#4 #2 or #3

#5 #1 and #4

(continued on next page)

Figure 2. (continued) Search strategy implemented across 5 electronic databases and results of total records retrieved when
searching for randomized controlled trials that compared whole-grain or whole pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-
grain controls in humans.
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#6 #5 and ([adult]/lim OR [aged]/lim OR [middle aged]/lim OR [very elderly]/lim) AND (’clinical article’/de OR ’clinical
trial’/de OR ’controlled clinical trial’/de OR ’controlled study’/de OR ’crossover procedure’/de OR ’double blind
procedure’/de OR ’human’/de OR ’major clinical study’/de OR ’multicenter study’/de OR ’normal human’/de
OR ’phase 1 clinical trial’/de OR ’phase 2 clinical trial’/de OR ’pilot study’/de OR ’randomized controlled trial’/de
OR ’single blind procedure’/de) AND (’article’/it OR ’article in press’/it)

Web of Science: Searched March 8, 2019 for the following keywords in title. Results ¼ 968 records

#1 TITLE: “edible grain” or secale or triticale or triticum or avena or “setaria plant” or hordeum or oryza or “zea mays” or
eragrostis or teff or sorghum or johnsongrass or “kaffir corn” or kafir or sudangrass or triticale or triticosecale or
triticum or Fagopyrum or buckwheat or celosia or durum or rye or barley or maize or teosinte or zea or cereal* or
grain* or *grain or *germ or *bran or endosperm or wholegrain* or wholemeal or wheat or oat or oats or millet or
setaria or panicum or rice or corn or flour or semolina or bulgar or groats or bread or porridge or cracker or biscuit
or muesli or pancake* or pasta or noodle* or polenta or muffin* or roll or dough or durum or spelt or spelta or
emmer or dicoccon or khorasan or turanicum or einkorn or monococcum or “hard red spring” or “hard red winter”
or “soft red winter” or “hard white” or “soft white” or teff or eragrostis or “Williams lovegrass” or “annual bunch
grass” or pumpernickel or Fagopyrum or quinoa or amaranth* or chia or chiaseed or granola or tortilla* or “maya
nut” or *bread or colosia or cockscomb or “quail grass” or soko or “pitseed goosefoot” or berlandieri or kaniwa or
“Chenopodium pallidicaule” or canihua or qaniwa or wattleseed or “acacia seed” or “wattle seed” or kamut or
Fagopyrum

#2 TITLE: “clinical trial” or “controlled trial” or “equivalence trial” or intervention or “cross-over” or randomized or
randomized or “control trial” or placebo

#3 #1 and #2

Total ¼ 10,623 records
aMeSH ¼ Medical Subject Headings.

Figure 2. (continued) Search strategy implemented across 5 electronic databases and results of total records retrieved when
searching for randomized controlled trials that compared whole-grain or whole pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-
grain controls in humans.
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Problem
Is the problem a priority?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B No
B Probably no
B Probably yes
C Yes
B Varies
B Don’t know

Ischemic heart disease and stroke, both forms of CVD,a are the top 2 causes of morbidity and death
worldwide.67

Qualitative research has shown significant impacts on the lived experience of people with CVD.
Important themes include “living in the shadow of fear,” “living a restricted life,” and “battling the
system”.68

Desirable effects
How substantial are the desirable anticipated effects?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

C Trivial
B Small
B Moderate
B Large
B Varies
B Don’t know

Based on the results of this systematic review:
Of the 40 outcomes on which data were reported, 23 were found to have 1 or more RCTb report a
beneficial effect of the intervention. There were 7 outcomes which reported any beneficial effect for
the refined group.
Pooled effects found some significant beneficial outcomes when investigating by subgroups (type of
grain, study quality) for total cholesterol, LDLc cholesterol, triglycerides, CRP,d and HbA1c.e Although
most models were not significant, this shows there is a trend towards desirable effects on
cardiovascular risk factors. However, despite statistical significance, effect sizes were small, with most
having clinically insignificant effect sizes. When drawing upon other literature, such as the systematic
reviews and meta-analyses of observational studies which have reported a doseeresponse
relationship between whole-grain intake and reduced risk of CVD death,11,13,14 the effects strongly
favor the intervention. However, observational research has a lower level of evidence in the evidence
hierarchy, as it is accompanied by confounding variables that are not properly or easily accounted for
in multivariable models. Therefore, strong conclusions cannot be drawn in favor of the intervention.
There was one pooled estimated effect that favored the refined grains, which was a decrease in HDLf

cholesterol. However, the effect size was clinically insignificant.
Other considerations are side effects/adverse events. Four studies reported minor gastrointestinal
symptoms (likely related to the intervention), which are of trivial consideration, and occurred in both
groups. Other adverse events were unlikely to be related to the intervention.

Undesirable Effects
How substantial are the undesirable anticipated effects?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Large
B Moderate
B Small
C Trivial
B Varies
B Don’t know

Based on the results of this systematic review:
Of the 40 outcomes on which data were reported, 23 were found to have 1 or more RCT report a
beneficial effect of the intervention. There were only 7 outcomes that reported any beneficial effect for
the refined group.
Pooled effects found some significant beneficial outcomes when investigating by subgroups (type of
grain, study quality) for total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, triglycerides, CRP, and HbA1c. Although most
models were not significant, this shows there is a trend towards desirable effects on cardiovascular risk
factors. However, despite statistical significance, effect sizes were small, with most having clinically
insignificant effect sizes. When drawing upon other literature, such as the systematic reviews and
meta-analyses of observational studies which have reported a dose-response relationship between
whole-grain intake and reduced risk of CVD death,11,13,14 the effects strongly favor the intervention.

(continued on next page)

Figure 7. Recommendations assessment and justification for the use of whole grains to improve cardiovascular disease risk using
Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) clinical recommendations for populations
software on GRADEpro.
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However, observational research has a lower level of evidence in the evidence hierarchy, as it is
accompanied by confounding variables that are not properly or easily accounted for in multivariable
models. Therefore, still prevent strong conclusions being drawn in favor of the intervention.
There was 1 pooled estimated effect that favored the refined grains, which was a decrease in HDL
cholesterol. However, the effect size was clinically insignificant.
Other considerations are side effects/adverse events. Four studies reported minor gastrointestinal
symptoms (likely related to the intervention), which are of trivial consideration, and occurred in both
groups. Other adverse events were unlikely to be related to the intervention.

Certainty of evidence
What is the overall certainty of the evidence of effects?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Very low
C Low
B Moderate
B High
B No included
studies

The GRADE assessment of confidence in the body of evidence ranged from very low to moderate;
looking across all outcomes, this was considered to be a low level of certainty in the evidence overall.

Values
Is there important uncertainty about or variability in how much people value the main outcomes?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Important
uncertainty or
variability
B Possibly
important
uncertainty or
variability
B Probably no
important
uncertainty or
variability
C No important
uncertainty or
variability

The outcomes of this review ranged from cardiovascular risk factors through to cardiovascular disease
events and death. However, only data were found on cardiovascular risk factors. Although some
biomarkers may be highly clinical in nature and not readily interpreted by patients; investigators
considered there was no variability or uncertainty in the value of preventing CVD (although the
prevention/treatment of risk factors) by any stakeholder group: patients, clinicians, health services,
governments, or industry.
Qualitative research shows that individuals hold diverse values that must be interpreted through an
appropriate cultural lens. Although values are diverse, commonality is the broad value for health and
well-being.69

Balance of effects
Does the balance between desirable and undesirable effects favor the intervention or the comparison?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Favors the
comparison
B Probably favors
the comparison
B Does not favor
either the

As described above, although beneficial and undesirable effects were reported by individual studies and
in pooled estimates, the balance of effects favors the intervention. It should be noted that the effects
are of marginal clinical significance, and therefore it is not possible to strongly conclude that the
effects favor the intervention.
This review has highlighted and discussed in detail the limitations in the existing body of
interventional research that may explain such a finding. When interpreted alongside systematic

(continued on next page)

Figure 7. (continued) Recommendations assessment and justification for the use of whole grains to improve cardiovascular disease
risk using Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) clinical recommendations for pop-
ulations software on GRADEpro.
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intervention or the
comparison
C Probably favors
the intervention
B Favors the
intervention
B Varies
B Don’t know

reviews and meta-analyses of observational studies, which have reported a doseeresponse
relationship between whole-grain intake and reduced risk of CVD death,11,13,14 the effects favor the
intervention. However, observational research has a lower level of evidence in the evidence hierarchy,
as it is accompanied by confounding variables that are not properly or easily accounted for in
multivariable models. Therefore, still prevent strong conclusions being drawn in favor of the
intervention.

Resources required
How large are the resource requirements (costs)?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Large costs
B Moderate costs
C Negligible costs
and savings
B Moderate
savings
B Large savings
B Varies
B Don’t know

Grains are an affordable staple food, with whole-grain sources available in the majority of countries, to all
socioeconomic levels and geographical areas. Many countries and cultures also have locally grown and
lesser-known grains and pseudo-grains available for consumption (eg, Khorasan wheat, teff). However,
it must be acknowledged in small communities with limited access to the food supply, whole-grain
sources may not be a readily available alternative, but should be attainable by alternative methods
such as bulk purchasing raw ingredients or products with long shelf-lives (eg, brown rice, wholemeal
flour). Availability of whole grains has also increased in recent years due to the impact of dietary
guidelines on food policies and competition among food suppliers.70

No additional resources are required to implement the intervention, as consuming whole grains simply
replaces refined grains, and is therefore a negligible intervention for most communities/populations. A
judgment of negligible costs and savings was made by the review authors, but it must be
acknowledged that this may not be the case for some vulnerable groups.

Certainty of evidence of required resources
What is the certainty of the evidence of resource requirements (costs)?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Very low
B Low
C Moderate
B High
B No included
studies

Although the recommendation replaces one food (refined grains) with another (whole grains), it is
acknowledged that there is some variation in the direct cost to consumers, with variation in the
significance of this cost dependent of socioeconomic and geographical circumstances.

Cost effectiveness
Does the cost-effectiveness of the intervention favor the intervention or the comparison?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Favors the
comparison
B Probably favors
the comparison
C Does not favor
either the
intervention or the
comparison

Food basket studies have identified that whole-grain products may be more expensive than refined-
grain alternatives. Although the cost difference is small to most families in developed countries, there
could be a substantial cost to low-income families.71 Epidemiological research has further linked the
varying cost of whole grains to variations in cholesterol levels, identifying that for every dollar of
subsidies to whole-grain products, that there is a medical cost savings of $13.20.66

Population economic modeling using data from the United Kingdom strongly advocates for any
intervention that prevents CVD incidence, as even interventions with effect sizes of e1%
incidence result in a cost saving of $48m/annum; and that dietary interventions are one of the most

(continued on next page)

Figure 7. (continued) Recommendations assessment and justification for the use of whole grains to improve cardiovascular disease
risk using Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) clinical recommendations for pop-
ulations software on GRADEpro.
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B Probably favors
the intervention
B Favors the
intervention
B Varies
B No included
studies

cost-effective approaches to achieve a reduction in incidence.72,73

Despite this, due to this review finding that the evidence from RCTs (based on short intervention
durations) show only trivial to small clinical significance, the authors felt that there is insufficient
evidence to state that replacing refined grains with whole grains is cost-effective. This may change
with further long-term intervention studies that show a greater clinical impact.

Equity
What would be the impact on health equity?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B Reduced
B Probably
reduced
B Probably no
impact
C Probably
increased
B Increased
B Varies
B Don’t know

The effect of the intervention is not dependent on sociocultural or socioeconomic circumstances.
Baseline differences in socioeconomic groups would not result in a different effect. Many alternatives
for CVD prevention and treatment have a higher cost and have greater barriers, such as medications or
frequent health care consultations. Therefore, if effective, the choice of replacing refined grains with
whole grains would increase access to CVD prevention strategies for vulnerable groups. The current
review drew on literature from across Europe, the United States, and Asia, finding that attrition was
either equal between groups or higher in the control group, suggesting that whole grains were equally
or better preferred across these diverse cultures. The current reviewers judged was that if effective and
recommended to all populations, whole grains are an accessible, feasible, and acceptable intervention
to help meet the disproportionate rise in CVD deaths amount low- to middle-income countries.74

Acceptability
Is the intervention acceptable to key stakeholders?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B No
B Probably no
B Probably yes
C Yes
B Varies
B Don’t know

Of clinical significance, the RCTs in this review reported that participants had either equal or lower
attrition in the whole-grain group, as well as high compliance to the whole-grain intervention when
measured by plasma alkylresorcinol. This suggests that dietary intake of whole grains is a feasible
dietary strategy in culturally diverse populations and strengthens the need to test other types of grains
that are important to certain cultural groups in RCTs.

Feasibility
Is the intervention feasible to implement?

Judgment Research evidence and justification

B No
B Probably no
B Probably yes
C Yes
B Varies
B Don’t know

Of clinical significance, the RCTs in this review reported that participants had either equal or lower
attrition in the whole-grain group, as well as high compliance to the whole-grain intervention when
measured by plasma alkylresorcinol. This suggests that dietary intake of whole grains is a feasible
dietary strategy in culturally diverse populations and strengthens the need to test other types of grains
that are important to certain cultural groups in RCTs.
The strategy of promoting whole grains as opposed to refined grains may require high-level strategic
approaches from governments. For example, food subsidies,66 population policy interventions,72 and
national dietary guidelines promoting whole grains70 have demonstrated effectiveness and broad
impact. From an individual point of view, whole-grain consumption is in line with national dietary
guidelines of many countries and is therefore already considered an important part of dietary
recommendations made by health professionals and in public health strategies.

(continued on next page)

Figure 7. (continued) Recommendations assessment and justification for the use of whole grains to improve cardiovascular disease
risk using Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) clinical recommendations for pop-
ulations software on GRADEpro.
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aCVD ¼ cardiovascular disease.
bRCT ¼ randomized controlled trial.
cLDL ¼ low-density lipoprotein.
dCRP ¼ C-reactive protein.
eHbA1c ¼ hemoglobin A1c.
fHDL ¼ high-density lipoprotein.

Figure 7. (continued) Recommendations assessment and justification for the use of whole grains to improve cardiovascular disease
risk using Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) clinical recommendations for pop-
ulations software on GRADEpro.
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Ampatzoglou,
201636

Rating Low risk of bias Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence “Subjects were
randomized based on
age, gender and BMI
by a research
assistant, who was not
involved in the
analysis, using
covariate adaptive
randomization
software”

No description
of allocation
concealment

No parties were
blinded There
were no measures
taken to minimize
risk of bias in
regards to
blinding

There is no blinding;
however, all
measures are
objective serum
biomarkers

0% attrition for
both groups

None detected None detected

Andersson,
200754

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description
of allocation
concealment

No parties were
blinded There
were no measures
taken to minimize
risk of bias in
regards to
blinding

There is no blinding;
however, all
measures are
objective serum
biomarkers

12% (cross-over
design), reason
for withdrawal
was not related
to study

4 participants
dropped out; but
there are an
additional 2 for
whom data are
not reported with
no explanation

None detected

Araki, 201749

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias High risk of bias Unclear

Evidence No description of how
randomization
allocation was
generated: “The
participants were

No description
of how
randomization
allocation was
generated:

No parties were
blinded There
were no measures
taken to minimize
risk of bias in

There is no blinding;
however, most
measures are
objective serum
biomarkers

Although attrition
was higher in IGb

(14%) compared
to CGc (5%),
attrition was not

Outcomes
measured,
including blood
pressure and BMI
were not reported

Analysis of findings
found no
statistically
significant
results; however,

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

allocated to receive
either PABR or WR
with an allocation
table prepared by a
data coordinator
based on simple
randomization
method with
stratification by sex
and low-density
lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-C)
levels (>140 mg/dL or
not).”

“The
participants
were allocated
to receive
either PABR or
WR with an
allocation table
prepared by a
data
coordinator
based on
simple
randomization
method with
stratification
by sex and
low-density
lipoprotein
cholesterol
(LDL-C) levels
(>140 mg/dL
or not).”

regards to
blinding

due to study
factors

at follow-up
despite being
measured Several
measures,
particularly for
the CG, did not
report final values
but only change
values

Many of the
statistically
significant results
were presented in
figures only with
no report of
actual data

there is a very
high level of sub-
analysis using
per-protocol
analysis (where
several
participants were
excluded due to
an error in the
study product at
the
commencement
of the study),
which suggests
analysts were
mining for
results

Background diet
was not well
controlled
beyond basic
advice, and was
not tested as a
confounding
variable

Enright,
201037

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

No parties were
blinded There
were no measures

There is no blinding;
however, most
measures are

No attrition for
either group

None detected None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

taken to minimize
risk of bias in
regards to
blinding

objective serum
biomarkers

Giacco, 201038

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

No parties were
blinded There
were no measures
taken to minimize
risk of bias in
regards to
blinding

There is no blinding;
however, most
measures are
objective serum
biomarkers

No attrition for
either group

None detected None detected

Giacco, 201331

Rating Low risk of bias Low risk of bias High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence “Randomization was
carried out with
stratification for sex,
age, and body mass
index (BMI) by

means of a
computerized random
allocation list.”

“Allocation was
carried out by
personnel not
involved in the
study;
investigators
and dieticians
were aware of
the participants’
groupallocation
only after
completion of
the
randomization
process”

“Investigators and
dieticians were
aware of the
participants’
group allocation”;
no description of
participant
blinding

“Investigators and
dieticians were
aware of the
participants’
group allocation”
however, the
outcome of
interest is an
objective
biomarker

Attrition <20%;
lowest in the IG
group; none
related to study
procedures

None detected. None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Giacco, 201430

Rating Low risk of bias Low risk of bias High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence As per Giacco and
colleagues, 201331

As per Giacco
and
colleagues,
201331

As per Giacco and
colleagues,
201331 Laboratory
analyses were
performed blind
with respect to
the assigned
treatment

“Investigators and
dieticians were
aware of the
participants’
group allocation”
however, the
outcome of
interest is an
objective
biomarker

Attrition <20%;
lowest in the IG
group; none
related to study
procedures

Blood pressure was
reported as
measured in the
methods but no
results presented;
however, blood
pressure results
were pooled with
the Finland
sample and
reported in
Giacco and
colleagues,
201331

This study reports
outcomes not of
interest to this
study using a
subgroup of
Giacco and
colleagues,
201331; however,
also repeats other
clinical outcomes
already reported
for the whole
cohort. This may
lead to results
being over-or
mis-interpreted.

Vetrani,
201632

Rating Low risk of bias Low risk of bias High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence As per Giacco and
colleagues, 201331

As per Giacco
and colleagues,
201331

Investigators and
dieticians were
aware of the
participants’
group allocation”;
no description of
participant
blinding

“Investigators and
dieticians were
aware of the
participants’ group
allocation”;
however, the
outcome of
interest is an
objective
biomarker

No attrition for
either group; as
only completers
were selected for
the subanalysis

None detected This study reports
outcomes not of
interest to this
study using a
subgroup of
Giacco and
colleagues,
201331; however,
also repeats
other clinical

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

outcomes
already reported
for the whole
cohort. This may
lead to results
being over- or
mis-interpreted.

Harris Jackson,
201439

Rating Low risk of bias High risk of bias High risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence “Eligible individuals (n ¼
60) were randomly
assigned to either the
WG or RG diet group
for the entire 12 wk
by using

a computer-generated
random-number
assignment”

“An unblended
study
coordinator
stratified
participants by
age, sex, and
BMI and
conducted all
data analyses”

“Participants could
not be blinded to
their group
assignment”

“Outcome assessors
(i.e., nurses and
technicians) were
blinded”

Attrition <20%;
lowest in the IG
group; 2
participants in IG
withdrew for
reason related to
diet—1 caused
minor adverse
event, 1 could
not comply.
There may be
some bias in the
results, but
numbers are very
low so unlikely to
substantially
affect outcomes.

None detected None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Kazemzadeh,
201440

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

“In the present work
participant were
not blinded”

No description of
blinding the
personnel/
researchers;
however, the
outcome of
interest is an
objective
biomarker

3 (7%) withdrawals
occurred during
the brown rice
due to
noncompliance;
however, this rate
is very low and
unlikely to bias
the results

None detected None detected

Kikuchi,
201841

Rating Unclear Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

“We added malt
extract to refined
wheat bread (RW
diets) and colored
it brown. RW diets
and WW diets had
almost same
appearance. And
we decided
formulation of
tasteful bread (oil-
rich and sugar-
rich), it was hard
to feel difference
in taste. As a

“We added malt
extract to refined
wheat bread (RW
diets) and colored
it brown. RW diets
and WW diets had
almost same
appearance. And
we decided
formulation of
tasteful bread (oil-
rich and sugar-
rich), it was hard
to feel difference
in taste. As a

4% attrition in IG,
0% in CG; very
low attrition and
none related to
study

None detected Background diet
not well
controlled; may
have introduced
bias

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

result, blindness is
properly
maintained.” and
“A randomized
double-blind
placebo-
controlled
intervention
study was
conducted.”

result, blindness is
properly
maintained.” and
“A randomized
double-blind
placebo-
controlled
intervention study
was conducted.”

Kim, 200856

Rating Unclear Unclear Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

The test products
were contained
within a meal
replacement, and
it should not have
been able to
detect if they had
RG or WG. But
there is no
description of
concealment or
blinding, so it is
unclear.

Although not
blinded,
outcomes were
objective (serum
biomarkers)

Both groups had
low attrition
(<15%). Some
dropped out
because of a
“dislike” of the
diet, but exact
numbers for
withdrawal
related to study
procedures is not
reported;
regardless, it was
equal across
groups and was a
low rate.

None detected The test products
were poorly
described and
contained within
a meal
replacement,
therefore, not
indicative of WG
intake or
consumed in a
way that would
be
recommended
Exact doses were
unclear

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Kirwan, 201633

Rating Unclear Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description
of allocation
concealment

“Blinding and “We
conducted a
double-blind,
randomized,
controlled
crossover study”
and “ Blinding was
achieved by
covering whole-
grain foods with
sauce and by
packaging meals
into identical
containers so that
entrees appeared
similar for both
diets. Entrees were
assembled at the
Nestle Product
Technology Center
in Solon, Ohio.”

“We conducted a
double-blind,
randomized,
controlled
crossover study”
plus use of
objective markers

Overall attrition was
18%, reasons
stated show that
were unrelated to
study.

None detected. None detected.

Malin, 201834,

201935

Rating Unclear Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence As per Kirwan and
colleagues, 201633

As per Kirwan
and
colleagues,
201633

As per Kirwan and
colleagues,
201633

As per Kirwan and
colleagues, 201633

No attrition was
reported for this
sub-sample of
Kirwan and
colleagues, 201633

None detected. None detected.

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Kondo, 201742

Rating Low risk of bias Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence “We used the
minimization method
for randomization.”
Investigators were
provided with a
random allocation
sequence made by a
research assistant,
who was independent
of the investigators,
using computer-
generated random
digits”

No description of
allocation
concealment

“The study was a
randomized,
open-labeled,
parallel-controlled
trial”

Although not
blinded,
outcomes were
objective (serum
biomarkers)

Attrition was 7% in
the CG, none in
the IG. No
attrition related
to study
processes.

No systematic
reporting bias
was detected
although an error
was identified
with the results of
triglycerides

None detected

Kristensen,
201255

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

“We used an open-
labeled design”

Not blinded, but
most outcomes
were objective.
However,
outcomes around
anthropometry
were subjective
and may have
been influenced.

Both groups had 1
participant
withdraw for
reasons related
to the test
products. Overall
attrition was low
(<10%) and
equal between
groups.

None detected None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Kristensen,
201750

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias High risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

“Open-label
researcher-
blinded parallel
design”

“Open-label
researcher-
blinded parallel
design”; many
outcomes were
objective
biomarkers

1 withdrawal
related to study;
6 unexplained.
ITTd analysis
used. Low
attrition in both
groups.

None detected 61% of IG were
noncompliant
according to
plasma
alkylresorcinol
concentrations;
this was found to
have a
significant effect
on the outcome

Maki, 201051

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Unclear High risk of bias High risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding

Not blinded, but
most outcomes
were objective.
However,
outcomes around
anthropometry
were subjective
and may have
been influenced.

Both groups had
>20% attrition
with reasons for
withdrawal not
adequately
described to
determine if
related to the
study, but it
appears several
were related to
the study. An ITT
was attempted
but the ITT results
were reported

Only data for
statistically
significant results
were reported.
Baseline values
for some
outcomes were
not reported.

None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

inadequately to
allow for any true
review of the
results. Attrition
was high in the
control group.

Nakayama,
201752

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias Unclear Unclear

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding

Not blinded, but
most outcomes
were objective.
However,
outcomes around
anthropometry
were subjective
and may have
been influenced.

Only 2 participants
withdrew, none
due to study
factors

Data for many
outcomes were
presented
graphically only,
and only
significant results
tended to be
reported, but as
data is not
presented as
numerals it is had
to detect if this
biases the
outcome

Background diet
not well
controlled; may
have introduced
bias

Pick, 199857

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding

Not blinded, but
most outcomes
were objective

0 attrition. One
participant was
excluded from
data analysis.

Data were reported
poorly and
insufficiently, but
no systematic or
purposeful bias
detected

None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Pins, 200258

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding

“Cereals were
dispensed in
unlabeled bulk
containers to
facilitate physician
blinding”

0 attrition None detected Background diet
not well
controlled; may
have introduced
bias

Roager,
201944

Rating Low risk of bias Low risk of bias High risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence “Using a variable block
size, the
randomization list was
generated by an
investigator without
contact to the
participants,

and a dietitian allocated
participants to
sequence of
intervention

matching the list of
participant
identifications with
the randomization
list.”

“Using a variable
block size, the
randomization
list was
generated by
an investigator
without
contact to the
participants,

and a dietitian
allocated
participants to
sequence of
intervention

matching the list
of participant
identifications
with the
randomization
list.”

“It was not feasible
to blind during
the intervention,
but participants
and investigators
involved in
outcome
assessment were
blinded until the
first examination
day and during
sample analysis
and the initial
data analysis.”

Not blinded, but
most outcomes
were objective.
However,
outcomes around
anthropometry
were subjective
and may have
been influenced.

2 withdrawals
related to the
study product
(not clear if IG or
CG); but overall
attrition was low
and compliance
with products
was good

None detected None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Schutte,
201845

Rating Low risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence “Randomization of the
participants over the
intervention groups
was conducted by
block randomization
with the use of
Microsoft Excel by a
researcher who was
not involved in the
study”

No description of
allocation
concealment

“Both researchers
and participants
were blinded with
regard to the
intervention
received.”

“Both researchers
and participants
were blinded with
regard to the
intervention
received.”

0% attrition. Test
products
reported as well
tolerated.

None detected Background diet
not well
controlled; may
have introduced
bias

Shimabukuro,
201453

Rating Low risk of bias Unclear High risk of bias Unclear Low risk of bias High risk of bias Unclear

Evidence “The participants were
randomized by a
computer-generated
random number table
into either the BR
group followed by the
WR group (BR-WR, n
14) or the WR group
followed by the BR
group (WR-BR, n 13).”

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding

Not blinded, but
most outcomes
were objective.
However,
outcomes around
anthropometry
were subjective
and may have
been influenced.

Only 1 participant
withdrew. No
description of
reason.

There appears to be
a purposeful bias
towards reporting
favorable results;
were both IG and
CG reported
identical follow-
up values for BMI,
but only the IG
was statistically
significant; or
otherwise the
final value for CG
was an error. CG

Test products were
severely under-
described

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

and IG were not
compared, and
the cross-over
groups were not
pooled but
reported
separately.
However, perhaps
more likely mis-
reporting to favor
IG as the waist
circumference
decreased further
in CG than IG, but
only the IG was
reported as
significant.

Tighe, 201060

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence No description of
allocation
concealment

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding. Products
were
commercially
available and
familiar.

“16-wk randomized,
single-blind,
controlled,
parallel-designed
trial that involved
3 treatment
groups (refined,
wheat, and oat þ
wheat diets)”

Largest attrition
was from the
controlled group.
Only 1
participant
withdrew due to
the study; unclear
which group they
were in.

None detected Background diet
not well
controlled; may
have introduced
bias

Tighe, 201359

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear Unclear

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

Evidence As per Tighe and
colleagues, 201060

As per Tighe and
colleagues,
201060

As per Tighe and
colleagues,
201060

As per Tighe and
colleagues, 201060

As per Tighe and
colleagues,
201060

Many outcomes
were only
compared at
baseline and not
follow-up
including
hemodynamics
and body
composition

As per Tighe and
colleagues,
201060

Vanegas,
201746

Rating Low risk of bias Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence “Participants were
randomly assigned to
the WG or RG group
with the use of block
random assignment
with stratification by

BMI (20-25, 25-30, and
30-35), age (40-55 and
55-65 y), sex, and race
(Caucasian, African
American, Asian
American, Hispanic,
and other). The
statistician, who had
no contact with
participants and had
no role in the data
collection, assigned

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding

Not blinded, but
most outcomes
were objective

Attrition was low
(<15%) for both
groups, and only
one participant in
each group
withdrew due to
reasons related
to the study. No
bias detected.

None detected None detected

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

the
random-assignment
coding for the WG
and RG groups.”

Vitaglione,
201547

Rating Low risk of bias Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias

Evidence “Once enrolled by the
study nutritionist and
physician, subjects
were randomly
assigned by the
dietitian to the WG or
the control group on
the basis of a
randomization
sequence that was
previously generated
by the

statistician with the use
of a computer-
generated permuted
blocks (n ¼ 5)
randomization
scheme”

No description of
allocation
concealment

No attempt at
blinding

“In addition, in this
study, unblinded
participants might
have led to
possible biases in
psychological
response and
compliance to the
dietary
interventions,
whereas the
blinded outcome
assessors
guaranteed
unbiased
interaction with
participants and
data collection”

Attrition was low
for both groups
and none was
related to the
study

None detected None detected

Zhang, 201148

Rating Unclear Unclear High risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Low risk of bias Unclear

Evidence No attempt at
blinding

“All the researchers
not directly in

Attrition was low
for both groups

None detected Background diet
not well

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. Justification for the risk of bias assessment according to the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool19 of randomized controlled trials that compare whole-grain or whole
pseudo-grain interventions and placebo or refined-grain controls in humans (continued)

Study, first
author, year

Random sequence
generation
(selection bias)a

Allocation
concealment
(selection bias)

Blinding of
participants and
personnel
(performance bias)

Blinding of
outcome
assessment
(detection bias)

Incomplete
outcome data
(attrition bias)

Selective reporting
(reporting bias) Other bias

No description of
randomization
technique

No description of
allocation
concealment

contact with study
participants
(dietitians,
laboratory
technicians, and
statisticians) were
unaware of group
allocations”.
Unclear if
outcome
assessors were
blinded.
Outcomes are
objective.

and none was
related to the
study

controlled; may
have introduced
bias

aBMI ¼ body mass index; BR ¼ brown rice; PABR ¼ partially abraded brown rice; RG ¼ refined grain; RW ¼ refined wheat; WG ¼ whole grain; WR ¼ white rice.
bIG ¼ intervention group.
cCG ¼ comparator group.
dITT ¼ intention-to-treat.
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Table 5. Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation evidence and summary of findings table: whole grains compared to refined grains for
cardiovascular disease risk

Certainty Assessment No. of Patients Effect

Certainty ImportanceNo. of studies
Study
design

Risk of
bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Whole
grain

Refined
grain

Absolute
(95% CI)

CRP/hs-CRPa:
Study quality
(high)
subgroup

8 Randomized
trials

Not
seriousb

Seriouscd Not seriouse Not serious None 311 360 SMDf 0.22
SDg lower

(0.44 lower
to 0)

⨁⨁⨁B

MODERATE
IMPORTANT

IL-6h

9 Randomized
trials

Not
serious

Seriousd Not seriouse Not serious None 458 432 SMD 0.08
SD lower

(0.29 lower
to 0.13
higher)

⨁⨁⨁B

MODERATE
IMPORTANT

Fasting blood
glucose

16 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Very seriousi Not seriouse Not serious None 742 722 SMD 0.01
SD lower

(0.19 lower
to 0.16
higher)

⨁BBB

VERY LOW
IMPORTANT

Fasting blood
insulin

13 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Not serious Not seriouse Not seriousj None 649 626 SMD 0.07
SD higher

(0.05 lower
to 0.18
higher)

⨁⨁⨁B

MODERATE
IMPORTANT

(continued on next page)
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Table 5. Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation evidence and summary of findings table: whole grains compared to refined grains for
cardiovascular disease risk (continued)

Certainty Assessment No. of Patients Effect

Certainty ImportanceNo. of studies
Study
design

Risk of
bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Whole
grain

Refined
grain

Absolute
(95% CI)

HOMA-IRk

11 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Not serious Not seriouse Not serious None 528 500 SMD 0.03
SD lower

(0.17 lower
to 0.1
higher)

⨁⨁⨁B

MODERATE
IMPORTANT

HbA1cl: Study
quality (high)
subgroup

3 Randomized
trials

Not
seriousb

Not seriousc Not seriouse Seriousj None 97 97 SMD 0.33
SD lower

(0.61 lower
to 0.04
lower)

⨁⨁⨁B

MODERATE
IMPORTANT

Total
cholesterol:
Grain type
(oats)
subgroup

2 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Very seriousim Not seriouse Seriousj None 122 110 SMD 0.54
SD lower

(0.95 lower
to 0.12
lower)

⨁BBB

VERY LOW
IMPORTANT

HDLn

cholesterol:
Grain type
(mixed)
subgroup

(continued on next page)
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Table 5. Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation evidence and summary of findings table: whole grains compared to refined grains for
cardiovascular disease risk (continued)

Certainty Assessment No. of Patients Effect

Certainty ImportanceNo. of studies
Study
design

Risk of
bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Whole
grain

Refined
grain

Absolute
(95% CI)

7 Randomized
trials

Not
serious

Not seriousc Not seriouse Not serious None 292 298 SMD 0.17
SD lower

(0.33 lower
to 0.01
lower)

⨁⨁⨁⨁
HIGH

IMPORTANT

HDL
cholesterol:
Study design
(moderate)
subgroup

4 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Not seriousc Not seriouse Seriousj None 255 235 SMD 0.33
SD higher

(0.05 higher
to 0.62
higher)

⨁⨁BB

LOW
IMPORTANT

LDLo

cholesterol:
Grain type
(oat)
subgroup

2 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Seriouscm Not seriouse Seriousj None 122 110 SMD 0.57
SD lower

(0.84 lower
to 0.31
higher)

⨁BBB

VERY LOW
IMPORTANT

Triglycerides:
Grain type
(rice)
subgroup

(continued on next page)
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Table 5. Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation evidence and summary of findings table: whole grains compared to refined grains for
cardiovascular disease risk (continued)

Certainty Assessment No. of Patients Effect

Certainty ImportanceNo. of studies
Study
design

Risk of
bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Whole
grain

Refined
grain

Absolute
(95% CI)

3 Randomized
trials

Very
seriousp

Seriouscm Not seriouse Not serious None 171 167 SMD 0.22
SD lower

(0.44 lower
to 0.01
lower)

⨁BBB

VERY LOW
IMPORTANT

Systolic blood
pressure

10 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Very seriousi Not seriouse Not serious None 482 481 SMD 0.04
SD lower

(0.28 lower
to 0.21
higher)

⨁BBB

VERY LOW
IMPORTANT

Diastolic blood
pressure

11 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Very seriousi Not seriouse Not serious None 515 514 SMD 0.05
SD higher

(0.26 lower
to 0.37
higher)

⨁BBB

VERY LOW
IMPORTANT

Total body
weight

15 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Very seriousi Not seriouse Not serious None 602 587 SMD 0.02
SD lower

(0.24 lower
to 0.19
higher)

⨁BBB

VERY LOW
IMPORTANT

(continued on next page)
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Table 5. Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation evidence and summary of findings table: whole grains compared to refined grains for
cardiovascular disease risk (continued)

Certainty Assessment No. of Patients Effect

Certainty ImportanceNo. of studies
Study
design

Risk of
bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Other
considerations

Whole
grain

Refined
grain

Absolute
(95% CI)

Waist
circumference

14 Randomized
trials

Seriousb Not serious Not seriouse Not serious None 641 625 SMD 0.1
SD lower
(0.25

lower to
0.05

higher)

⨁⨁⨁B

MODERATE
IMPORTANT

aCRP/hsCRP ¼ C-reactive protein/high-sensitivity CRP.
bSome studies had unclear or high risk of bias.
cAlthough the initial model had higher heterogeneity, this was explained by the subgroup analysis upon which this Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation assessment is being performed.
dThere was some statistical heterogeneity (I2 between 30% and 60%).
eAlthough this outcome is a risk factor for CVD, and does not directly represent CVD; all outcomes in this review are CVD risk factors and therefore the decision was made to not downgrade all markers on this basis. This measure was considered to be
a direct measure of the risk factor.
fSMD ¼ standardized mean difference.
gSD ¼ standard deviation.
hIL-6 ¼ interleukin 6.
iThere was high statistical heterogeneity (I2 between 60% and 100%).
jThe upper or lower 95% CI crosses an effect size of 0.5 in either direction.
kHOMA-IR ¼ Homeostatic Model Assessment of Insulin Resistance.
lHbA1C ¼ hemoglobin A1c.
mThere is a risk of inconsistency due to there being fewer than 400 participants in this subgroup.
nHDL ¼ high-density lipoprotein.
oLDL ¼ low-density lipoprotein.
pAll studies have high or unclear risk of bias.
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